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!e last century has witnessed the unprec-
edented loss to the world of unique cultures 
and societies; conquest, missionary zeal 
or political upheaval, have all contributed 
greatly to this loss. !is process has o"en 
been brutal and bloody, but in the last #"y 
years, it could be said to be something more 
gradual, administrative and seemingly an 
inevitable surrender to the forces of pro-
gress. Almost silently, societies and cultures 
that have survived for thousands of years 
are slipping away un-noticed; dismantled 
and assimilated into post-independence 
developing nations. !is process is some-
times tragically accelerated by famine, war 
or natural disaster, humanitarian aid agen-
cies working in incredibly di$cult situations 
must prioritise their intervention to help the 
most vulnerable, we are all familiar with this 
process as it is beamed into our lives, pictures 
of famine and distress, war and malnutrition, 
though the plight of the individual may be 
the focus of their attention, the consequences 
to a society or a community are o"en over-
looked. !ese consequences are all the more 
important where the society in question may 
never be given the opportunity to return to 
its original form; and is in fact a loss to the 
world of another ancient way of life.
8In the last decades of the 20th century, post-
independence Africa seemed to begin to fall 
apart; Biafra, Ethiopia, Somalia and South-
ern Sudan, a seemingly un-ending story, of 
tragedy upon tragedy. Necessary interven-
tions by such organisations as the United 
Nations’ World Food Programme (WFP), 
the United Nations High Commission for 
Refugees (UNHCR) and !e Red Cross and 
Red Crescent Societies, became staples of the 
nightly news.
A multitude of Non-Governmental Organi-
sations, (NGO’s) such as Oxfam, Care and 
MSF were also founded, created from a genu-
ine need to respond to tragedy and the foot 
dragging responses of #rst world govern-
ments. !ese NGOs sprang up at each new 
disaster; they struggled through immense 
di$culties, o"en heroically, away from the 
media and in terrible conditions, driven by 
genuine feeling toward their fellow man. If 
they as an organisation, managed to survive 
their particular crisis they would suddenly 
#nd themselves regarded as the experienced 
relief agencies, becoming funded and %ying 
o& to the next crisis, then the next and the 
next. 
Due to the spontaneous nature of these 
emergencies and the spontaneous nature of 
the response, there had always been an ele-
ment of re-inventing the wheel at the onset of 
each crisis, but by the middle of the nineteen 
nineties, the disasters had begun to overlap, 
the problems became familiar and de#ned. 
NGO’s themselves began to specialise in 
speci#c problem areas such as health and 
nutrition or water and sanitation. However 
the larger funding agencies soon found that 
di&erent NGO’s were producing markedly 
di&erent results, lessons were not being 
learnt and knowledge was not being properly 
passed on, a basic set of minimum standards 
needed to be established.
In the year 2000, a collaboration of NGO’s 
9and Humanitarian agencies, compiled the Hu-
manitarian Charter and Minimum Standards 
in Disaster Response, the SPHERE project. 
A set of guidelines that would target the 
work being carried out by NGO’s and others 
into a cohesive set of goals. Amongst these 
were minimum standards for the provision 
of Shelter. As we will see in the following 
chapters, these minimum standards were 
arrived at a"er a great deal of trial and error. 
!e standards were calculated to provide for 
adequate shelter and other needs in any given 
situation.2.
!e need for these minimum standards, as 
we will see, had become very necessary, the 
guidelines would act as an anchor, something 
to aim for, in the o"en overwhelming situa-
tions faced in the initial, critical days of any 
emergency. NGO’s and charities would be free 
from agonizing over many planning decisions. 
However, by solely following the guidelines 
something else began to happen, traditional 
typologies of housing were being forgotten 
and replaced by western housing types.
!e physical formation of a society’s villages 
re%ects the society as a whole. !e physical 
construct becomes a repository of knowledge 
and tradition around which tradition is re-
enacted. Modern humanitarian interventions 
have sometimes been guilty of underestimat-
ing or at least ignoring the physical structures 
of fragile cultures especially if they are made 
from mud or twigs, or appear to be at odds 









In the “Histories”, written in 250bc, Herodo-
tus describes his world; the people in it and 
around its edges. Minute di&erences in dress 
and culture come under his scrutiny. He also 
includes a great deal of legend and hearsay, 
an avid reporter of stories he repeats many 
he’s heard second hand, which he quali#es 
as things he himself #nds improbable or 
probable. For example he talks of people he 
has heard of far to the north who live in a 
world of ice clothed in furs and skins, he also 
recounts the story of a prince of Libya who 
journeyed with companions south across the 
desert till they reached a great forest where 
they were captured by black skinned men, 
the height of children, who brought them to 
a village built from mud and sticks.3.
It is likely, although the story of the prince is 
perhaps an embellishment that he is talk-
ing of Pygmy or Twa tribes still living today 
in the rain forests of Burundi, Rwanda and 
the Democratic republic of Congo. If this 
is the case, then this snapshot of life in the 
forest would indicate that it had remained 
unchanged for the two thousand years it 
took for European explorers and colonisers 
to reach it again. !e Pygmy and Twa then 
‘discovered’ like many others.
In his novel, “!e Heart of Darkness” Con-
rad’s narrator, Marlowe, is travelling in a 
steamboat up the uncharted Congo River and 
recounts, 
“We could have fancied ourselves the #rst of men 
taking possession of an accursed inheritance, to 
be subdued at the cost of profound anguish and 
excessive toil.” 4.
Conrad’s tale was a critique of European 
colonial power, greed and genocide, yet it still 
reinforces the view that the humanity found 
in the heart of the forest is prehistoric and 
needs to be changed. Conrad and perhaps 
even Herodotus, two thousand years before 
both see this simple way of life, of buildings 
of sticks and mud as an anomaly, a curiosity 
that would bene#t from modern ways of do-
ing things. !ey have raised no monuments 
or cities of stone, they have no written word, 
they have no history, so there they remain a 
in a prehistoric world only beginning, wait-
ing to be rescued by inevitable progress.  
!is view persists, perhaps in more politically 
correct language, but the patronising
11
approach to other societies is a habit that 
seems to be very hard to break
!e Khartoum government of Sudan, like 
many other governments in Africa, is also 
guilty of a patronising attitude to tribal 
traditions. Traditions, that may be simple in 
form but have been around for longer than 
the pyramids. !e German photographer 
Leni Reifenstahl visited a host of tribes from 
northern Kenya to central Sudan during the 
1960’s and 70’s, the photographs, now only 
four decades old could perhaps have been 
taken any time in the last #ve thousand years, 
but sadly can never be taken again as her im-
ages have captured the last days of societies 
that have lived unchanged, in close proximity 
to nature for tens of thousands of years. 
Her photographs may perhaps prove to be 
the documents that mark the de#nitive end 
of an ancient way of life. 
In the book “AFRICA, Leni Riefenstahl” she 
recalls in an interview, her last trip to visit 
the Nuba tribe of southern Sudan. 
“A"er #ve years absence, when I came back they 
were suddenly all dressed in rags. !ey were 
forced to; the Sudanese government brought them 
clothing. !ey weren’t allowed to go about naked 
anymore.”5.
As we will see in the following chapters this 
prudishness was part of a patronisation that 











!e Biafra war in Nigeria in 1967 prompted 
perhaps the #rst modern humanitarian fam-
ine relief. !is was in response to massive 
numbers of civilian casualties where, by the 
end of the con%ict there were an estimated 
two million people from the Ibo tribe dead, 
mainly from starvation. Many NGO’s and 
relief agencies were created during this crisis.
!e continuous civil war in Eritrea in Ethio-
pia prompted a breakdown of infrastructure 
which led to the famine of 1984. !is disaster 
prompted a media led humanitarian e&ort 
but also reinforced the idea of an Africa for-
ever at war with itself lurching from one dis-
aster to another. Somalia, Southern Sudan, 
Rwanda, Zaire, each emergency overlapping 
the next.
!ese wars and famines o"en #nd their roots 
in colonial divisions of large territories, the 
global exploitation of natural resources, a 
direct extension of the Conradian vision of 
western imperialism, replaced now by global 
corporations, vested interest exploiting tribal 
divisions and living easily with chronic cor-
ruption, but this was rarely mentioned in the 
portrayal of a continent lost and in need of 
good shepherds. 
Media coverage was constant, the problems 
of food clothing and shelter ubiquitous. In 
2000 a steering group of UN Agencies and 
NGO’s draughted the Humanitarian hand-
book SPHERE, a charter of minimum stand-
ards to be used in any future emergency.
“Programmes that meet the needs of disaster-
a&ected populations must be based on a clear un-
derstanding of the context… No single sector can 
be considered in isolation from the others, or in 
isolation from economics, religious and tradition-
al beliefs, social practices, political and security 
factors, coping mechanisms or anticipated future 
developments…”6.
!ese are laudable goals, and the above para-
graph encapsulates the type of contextual 
response needed to safeguard the rights of 
an individual and the rights of the society or 
culture to which they belong. Unfortunately 
the implementation of these goals in regard 
to the provision of shelter, o"en follow a 
model based on western preconceptions 
of how people belonging to other cultures 
should live or would bene#t from western 
ideas, of privacy, space and society.
!e SPHERE charter, when dealing with 
shelter in collective settlements; one of the
14
biggest problems facing humanitarian 
interventions, stress the minimum guide-
line of 45m2 per person living in the camp. 
!is number includes roads, administra-
tion, schools, health care etc. and is meant 
as a rule of thumb guide for population to 
camp size. Further the charter also stipulates 
a minimum of 3.5m2 covered area for each 
person. Again these are laudable goals; the 
numbers arrived at from hard lessons learnt 
in the past. However the guidelines, where 
they have been fortunate enough to have 
been implemented have led to the creation 
of a template of large rectangular gridded 











An estimated three million refugees had 
poured over the border into Zaire, mainly 
through the Zairian town of Goma in May 
and June of 1994, swamping any infrastruc-
ture and hampering any e&ort to bring 
humanitarian assistance.
!ese camps, built by the refugees them-
selves at the beginning of the emergency 
were of hastily made shelters built around 
available water sources and food distribution 
areas, and were the catalyst for the spread of 
waterborne diseases such as dysentery and 
cholera, an outbreak of which took the lives 
of over 50,000 people in 1994.
New camps were demarked north and west 
of the town, but throughout the emergency 
no new infrastructure could hope to control 
such massive numbers, the shelter compo-
nent was eventually limited to the distribu-
tion of plastic sheeting, which was draped 
across weak timber frames erected from 
twigs and branches cut from the nearby for-
ests. !ese camps remained in this condition 
till their eventual violent abandonment at the 
end of 1996.
Across the border of eastern Rwanda, refugee 
camps in Tanzania underwent a di&erent 
evolution, around a half a million people had 
%ed there from the war, their initial camp of 
Benaco, like Goma, was built around food 
and water distribution sites, however a"er 
the cholera outbreaks in Zaire, the Tanzanian 
Government quickly provided land around 
the nearby town of Ngara for the construc-
tion of new camps.
!e clean straight lines of Ngara were the 
epitome of good planning and standards; 
wide avenues, #re breaks, designated water 
and food distribution sites, Schools and 
hospitals. !e infrastructure was built 
around the organizing principle of housing. 
!e houses themselves, small huts of mud 
walls, with roofs of plastic or corrugated 
iron sheets, when available, and set in small 
garden plots or “Shambas” for growing food. 
Camp management was orderly as was the 
eventual return to Rwanda of the majority of 
refugees. 
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Here were then some of the lessons to be 
learnt at the heart of the future humanitarian 
interventions. !e model of Ngara and else-
where versus the disastrous and dangerous 
camps of eastern Zaire was underlined and 
held up to be copied in future crises !e sub-
sequent resettlement of returning refugees 
inside Rwanda from 1996 onwards meant 
that new “villages” had to be built to accom-
modate people who had lost their homes in 
the war. !ese new settlements were built 
according to the principles learnt in places 
like Ngara, however many of these “Shelter 
programme” settlements were built only to 
be abandoned, as they were considered un-
safe to live in by their intended bene#ciaries, 
who looted their new homes for their doors 
and roo#ng materials and took them o& to 
build a house somewhere else, this reaction 
to the arti#ciality of many new housing pro-
jects was ignored and resettlement was o"en 







If con%ict over land and resources was one 
of the major factors in the bloody genocide 
carried out in Rwanda in 1994, it was also the 
government driven catalyst for the genocide 
carried out in Darfur in Western Sudan less 
than a decade later. 
In 1990 con%ict began to increase between 
settled African tribes and nomadic Arabic 
tribes over access to water and land around 
the fertile Jebel Marra area of central Dar-
fur. !ere had been a massive increase in 
population in this area, despite being under 
developed; the way of life still centred on 
small farms and livestock, but the population 
had grown #vefold in less than #"y years, the 
census of 1955 putting the population at 1.12 
million growing to an estimated 6.5 million 
in 2002.
From the early seventies the Khartoum 
government had begun to “modern-
ize” or dismantle traditional tribal 
authorities,throughout the country, these 
were seen as primitive, undemocratic and 
corrupt. New government appointed au-
thorities were created to replace traditional 
methods of settling land dispute. !ese new 
authorities, underfunded and unmotivated, 
failed to manage the increasingly violent 
con%icts. Government troops, mainly from 
the Arab north were seen to side with the 
nomadic Arab tribes of the south in the 
growing disputes. In response to increasing 
attacks, African self-defence militias soon 
formed together into larger military groups, 
and in 2003 began attacking Sudanese mili-
tary bases in the region.7
!e Khartoum government’s retaliation is 
now another notorious episode in Africa’s 
post-colonial history. !e government’s poli-
cy was not retribution or attacks on the tribal 
military structure, but a brutal attack on the 
civilian population, the goal to kill rape and 
loot the African population, to drive them 
away, the aim, the total destruction of the 
tribal way of life.
In his book “Sudan, Darfur and the failure of 
an African state.” Richard Cockett quotes an 
Arab militia commander.
“When we attack a village, the purpose of at-
tacking a village was to completely eliminate any 
ability for people to come back. When we would 
cut the trees, it was to prevent them from coming 
back. When we would bury the sand inside the 
wells of whatever, it was to make sure that the 
people had no chance to come back…” 8
!e importance of tribal African structures 
as a repository of a way of life is not lost on 
their enemies. 
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Despite a lack of physical constraints on the 
site, the refugees of the Nyala camp have 
grouped together extremely closely and 
densely, this is clearly a defensive response, a 
protective foetal position of a society under 
immense pressure. !e informal template 
of a tribal African village is lost amongst the 
sea of plastic sheets, no longer discernable 
to the eye, especially the eye at ground level, 
but beneath this blanket of blue is the hidden 
topography of a society. A society, whose 
buildings and traditions have been razed to 
the ground. If this camp and camps like it are 
connected physically and spiritually to the
D-+/2--$4&#;5$E7&)&$N&'+/'5$S/1&.=
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burnt out villages their populations came 
from, then what kind of eventual permanent 
housing could we expect to see replace them? 
In the next chapter we will see how humani-
tarian e&orts to replace homes destroyed in a 









!e South East Asian Tsunami of the 26th of 
Dec 2004 killed an estimated 250000 people 
in a few short hours; the devastation in the 
region a&ected many millions more.
In Sri Lanka the situation in the east of the 
country was exacerbated by a 20 year civil 
war between mainly Hindu Tamil people 
from south India and the majority Buddhist 
Sri Lankan population, though at the time 
the country was currently experiencing a lull 
in hostilities due to a recently signed Memo-
randum of Understanding, (MOU) between 
the two warring parties. 
It had however, long been the Colombo 
government policy to remove people from 
valuable coastal land. !e Tsunami and the 
loss of many homes gave the excuse to reset-
tle whole towns and villages inland’
!e world response to the disaster had been 
unprecedented; aid money had %owed into 
the a&ected countries from public donations 
via NGO’s and Humanitarian organisations; 
who soon found themselves in competi-
tion with each other to #nd things to spend 
the money on. Many organisations became 
compelled by the Colombo government to 
implement it’s controversial policy towards 
coastal settlement into clearing people away 
from the coast and overseeing the building 
of new permanent towns inland, much to the 
dismay of villagers who earned their liveli-
hood from the sea.
 Although care had been taken to respect 
local traditions concerning layout of rooms 
and religious beliefs the physical layout of 
the new settlements was far from consid-
ered. From the air it would be easy, even for 
a layman, to see the arti#ciality of the towns 
either as part of the landscape or as part of 
traditional culture.
 From this we may perhaps conclude that hu-
manitarian response has become physically 
too systemic, the reliance on the grid struc-
ture too ingrained, and that being the case 
we should return to #rst principles. To repeat 
the quote from the humanitarian charter, 
“No single sector can be considered in isolation 
from the others, or in isolation from economics, 
religious and traditional beliefs, social practices, 
political and security factors, coping mechanisms 
or anticipated future developments…” 
!e humanitarian charter is really looking 






!e text suggests a need for variability and 
%uidity, neither of which is easy to plan for or 
to quickly respond to. In view of the experi-
ence in Rwanda and Sri Lanka it could be 
said that this %exible response is not being 
properly sought, work has been done, espe-
cially in places like Sri Lanka, where there 
was ample funding, strong infrastructure and 
willingness to adapt to local needs, to #nd 
the proper typology of a house, but not the 
typology of a village or community.
!e solution may perhaps be to #nd some 
encompassing template that can adjust 
through time, a planned solution to the 
problems created by spontaneous settlement 
that can work as well as the grid in organisa-
tion, but can carry within it the topography 
of individual societies. 
N&'+/'$<"))&2-$&.1$4(/',7&'1$2'"1=
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Using the most basic images of the villages 
around Nyala in Darfur,  we can see that 
these communities are made up from inter-
related groups of #"y to one hundred people 
living together in small villages, the rear-
ing of children, livestock, cooking, farming 
were shared amongst everyone. !e refugee 
camps in Darfur and neighbouring Chad are 
in fact a collection of rural villages arti#-
cially brought together under great stress 
to form what in other situations could be 
classed as a city. !is is not a unique situa-
tion, and has been experienced before.
In the 19th century European city planners 
were faced with the problem of provid-
ing urban dwellings for immigrant rural 
poor, !e industrial revolution had brought 
about an unprecedented increase in rural to 
urban migration, cities burst at the seams, 
infrastructure was overwhelmed, many of 
the same diseases and problems that would 
face refugee camps in the twentieth century;  
cholera, dysentery and tuberculosis would 
have been familiar scourges in north Europe 
two hundred years earlier. Few cities were 
capable of assimilating the huge numbers of 
immigrants successfully. 
In Scotland, 19th century Glasgow was 
experiencing one of the sharpest increases 
in population of any industrial city so far. 
!e population growing from 170,000 to 1.6 
million in less than a century. !e make-up 
of the immigrant population was a di$cult 
one and potentially divisive; Catholics from 
Ireland, Protestants from the Scottish coun-
tryside and Jewish migrant workers from 
Poland and Russia. 
!e city, looking to other urban models, 
notably Haussmann’s Paris, adopted a court-
yard housing typology, where homes would 
form a perimeter block around a shared 
communal area, the perimeter providing 
a protective wall and a homogenous street 
façade. !e building style was particular to 
Glasgow regarding materials and design, but 
the perimeter and courtyard provided the 
protection and gender segregation needed 
for rural cultures suddenly thrust into a me-










!is typology is in marked contrast to the 
response of other British cities at the time. 
!e perimeter façade acting as a barrier to the 
outside world, the insulation of values and 
rural traditions that adapted through time 
to the city. 10.  Could this housing typol-
ogy be part of the solution for mass settle-
ment problems, could a 19th century north 
European model be suitable for sub-Saharan 
African tribal societies? Could spontaneous 
settlements be rehoused within a courtyard 
framework more quickly and more e$ciently 
than the SPHERE grid? As a shelter the court-
yard is immediately understood, negating the 
need for densely packed clusters of people 
If the courtyard model was erected as open 
space beneath a homogenous roof, it would 
allow for immediate shelter, and still be able 
to evolve further through time into an intri-
cate negotiated living space. !e communal 
courtyard should eventually contain shared 
washing and cooking facilities. !e large roof 
area could provide for more e$cient rainwa-
ter collection and storage. !e surrounding 
perimeter could either be street or commu-
nal kitchen gardens. More importantly the 
proximity and interdependency of various 
family groups from a common society, would 
help to foster, nurture and repair community. 
Looking again at the society clinging to the 
edges of the desert and city of Nyala, could 
the courtyard typology be a plausible stepping 
stone between the original village arrange-
ment and society and the eventual permanent 
housing solution we may hope that one day 
will be applied?
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!is typology, we have seen, has evolved 
from dealing with the problems created by 
large scale spontaneous settlement. However 
the template also contains very western at-
titudes towards the house, both as an aspi-
rational object and a commodity with value. 
Despite a great deal of research being carried 
out over the years to understand the value of 
the arrangement of religious and traditional; 
regarding planning, hierarchy of rooms and 
gender zoning for example, individual houses 
are placed within an easily managed and re-
peated grid, which has more in common with 
western suburban planning than a measured 
response to a speci#c cultural need.
Aid Agencies have been given a unique op-
portunity to re-interpret housing needs as 
a tool of conservation of traditional values 
and society. As was mentioned in relation to 
Sri Lanka, work has begun to re-assess the 
western house typology in relation to tradi-
tion and religion, however these agencies 
have failed to advocate for proper planning 
for communities as a social structure against 
central government policies in relation to re-
settlement. Aid agencies have naively linked 
housing needs to western practice. Following 
the history so far of housing interventions, 
we can expect that at some point, the people 
living in the camps we have seen in Sudan, 
will one day be re-housed in homes funded 
by donor agencies and built by specialist 
NGO’s, this may be a thankful release from 
the conditions experienced at the moment, 
but how can any interpretation of the original 
settlements and the subsequent spontaneous
camp possibly be answered by suburban 
typologies?
How have NGO’s failed to understand the 
topography of societies? In what way can the 
physical housing need be adequately as-
sessed, could a courtyard framework also be 
used as an interpretive tool?
Shelter and Home providers are perfectly 
capable of providing an intricate and inte-
grated series of structures more in keeping 
with the way small scale farmers in Sudan or 
Hindu #shermen in eastern Sri Lanka would 
normally live, but this is possibly seen as a 
complication too far for most agencies, and 
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Permanent housing from aid agencies comes 
at the end of a long process that likely began 
in tragic disaster; this process, its tragedy 
and consequences acts as abu&er between 
the original settlement and the #nal housing 
strategy.    
For the agencies themselves the #rst inter-
vention involves the distribution of materi-
als needed for immediate shelter from the 
elements. In most cases the ubiquitous blue 
and white plastic sheeting of UNHCR. !ese 
sheets can be transported quickly to almost 
any disaster situation and quickly become 
the recognisable fabric of spontaneous set-
tlement throughout the world. Introducing 
the courtyard framework at this early stage 
would allow for a more e$cient use of ma-
terials, problems of overcrowding could be 
better managed, and the simple form allow 
for rapid expansion.
Free now from the suburban grid, the 
future designers of more permanent homes 
may bene#t from being able to experience 
#rst-hand, and respond to, the architecture 
in which a particular culture is held. !e 
courtyard shelter may not be the solution 
to housing problems, but it could form the 
template in which a more ecological and just 
solution can be found, so that a damaged 
society can come together, protected, tempo-
rarily isolated from the outside world, where 
it can repair itself and prepare to move on. 
Finding a way back for a society should be 
one of the primary goals of any humanitar-
ian intervention.
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INTRODUCTION
 What role does drawing have in architecture, in the design process and 
representation? Architectural drawing is a process to understanding the pro-
posed piece of architecture. What technology should one use to represent and 
develop their work, should one use more traditional methods that are analogue, 
which is the craft of physically drawing every line with precision, make a draw-
ing of speed with gesture and concepts, diagrams, perspective drawings of re-
alism or fantasy, all tools for quickly conceiving space, structure and scenarios 
of architecture.  Architectural representation has adapted with technology and 
computers now o!er a new way to represent and design architecture with o!er-
ing new styles and techniques. Drawing acts as a translator for the imagination 
to reality, here a person thinks and observes the world around them, manipulates 
it and then begins to combine ideas and thought and physically represent these 
thoughts on paper. The ability to think imagine and draw, is a "uid motion from 
mind , hand to paper, teaching the mind body and eye, #ne tuning ability, ideas 
and experience that comes from the act of doing. Perspective rules of vision give 
authority to drawings, architecture begins to be de#ned in drawings and repre-
sentations before being built, and mankind began to play with shape, form, light 
and colour in designing our world.
  
 The computer now plays an important role in the conceiving of archi-
tecture and it representations, it has helped our understanding of the world, re-
cording and processing data, a!ecting the way we act in it. How can this new 
tool bene#t the world we design. what are the disadvantages of neglecting the 
analogue tools, and can drawing play an important role in tomorrow’s future. 
./1
TRADITION
a long-established or inherited way of thinking or acting: The rebellious 
students wanted to break with tradition. 
 The origins of what we can refer to as modern architectural understand-
ing, representation, originated in the days of Vitruvius, frescos show mans #rst 
perception of reality in perspective drawings. This knowledge or know how 
disappears after classical antiquity for the period of time, we now know as the 
dark ages. During this time architecture builds itself, through the knowledge of 
the master craftsman, ruled by structure and geometry applied on site. this is 
the gothic era serving humanity with many spectacular churches that inspire 
man. Vitruvius is later discovered in the birth of the Renaissance (1415), when 
the knowledge of perspective is rediscovered in a more precise mathematical 
way. Brunelleshi was not just interpreting reality, but devised a system to control 
it, order it. This new know how gave birth to deliberate conceptions that could 
predetermine the design of architecture. Designers pushed the limits of crafts-
men, and imagination "ourished, especially in the set designs of Ferdinnando’s. 
Drawing divines concepts into reality, like a stick of magic chalk. 
 Piranesi’s  drawings show the mind running wild, trying to render 
through perspective, a new world under construction. New understandings  of 
reality, powers man to explore and create. These ingravings go beyond existing 
architecture repesentations, born in the mind warping the external world and 
what the eye sees, tickling the soul, createing  an image that could be uderstood 
as reality.  These dark arcane images plays with light, shade, depth and exist-
ing building technologies. Even at this present day, modern man is inspired by 







( The creation process started and the next major development on the 
tracks, for the creation of architecture came with the teachings of the Ecole de 
Beaux arts. The ethos of architecture with in the school was based on freedom, 
competition and the joyful process that is imagining and creation. Students 
were given freedom of selection of tutors, course content (atelier), period of 
time required to achieve a diploma and they were only required to sign up for 
a design problem once a year. This seems to open up the creative process to 
self-evaluation and interpretation with tuition coming from all peers including 
fellow students. This was a highly competitive school pushing students too suc-
cess, through highly logical processes of thinking about architecture through 
diagrammatic drawing, developing a project to eventually be judged and grad-
ed a pass or fail . The journey from the know how of perspective, to an academic 
establishment concerned in the conceiving of architecture, acknowledging the 
power of drawing in the creative process.
 
BREAKING TRADITION OF FORM
 Boullee was an important #gure in the school of the Ecole de Beaux 
arts, and believed in geometrical style of representations rather than the deco-
rative style of the baroque period. Originality of form and technique are dis-
played breaking tradition, in"uencing many after him like the early modernist 
architects, who would push form to follow function, exploring architecture in a 
new simplistic way. His drawings are of a very high standard of craft, captivating 
the eye with this return to form and structure, in a highly atmospheric style. This 
realisation in the importance of form was quite visionary of the time. These type 
of drawings, section, plans and elevations are the device of these discoveries. 
The foundations are set for Tradition to be broken once again that will continue 






BREAKING TRADITION OF REPRESENTATION
 The next change in the way architectural representation is presented in-
volves the collaboration of the camera and print. We witness this with the new 
form of perspective, o!ering a new level of control over the vision of the real-
ity. We see images of a proposed architecture drawn directly on to the waiting 
landscape, in the project Potteries Thinkbelt Sta!ordshire by Cedric price. Looking 
at the picture we see a gantry in a railway yard with strong dark lines showing 
the proposed infrastructure. The infrastructure, a proposed university situated on 
railway carriages, that are dynamic, an idea abstract from reality of the time. This 
super imposing on the photo gives a credibility of this happening in time, giving 
the image power, lacking any visual interpretation of the idea, giving the concept 
clarity.
Technology and the production process inspired the birth of the mod-
ern movement, with great architects like From Frank Lloyd Wrights, who’s beauti-
ful drawings and great architecture in"uence so many. We see the architectural 
representation showing the proposed architecture in a de#nite way with plans, 
sections, elevations and the age-old technique of perspective. These are teasing 
out the architecture to understand it before being built, pushing building tech-
nology and creating new architecture. Looking at drawings Broad acre by Wright, 
we see a more recognisable trait like Piranesi, dealing with the imaginative unreal 
or potential reality in a drawing, a glimpse of a potential reality in the future, a 
world conceived in the head of the architect. In the drawing of Falling waters we 
see the ability of the drafts man to portray a realistic vision of architecture devel-
oped by his ideas and career. The representation itself is beautiful from its com-
position, setting, and the a!ects created by the hand depicting it. The imagined 
reality on the other hand depicts a future world with "ying machines and a city 




((((((((((((Further examples of the advance of technology encouraging, a more 
precise overlay of the imaginative on reality, Archigram overlay an imaginative 
set of circumstance in the picture walking city. This image is far from reality but 
is superimposed onto a print of an existing city. It is hard to perceive the image 
as perspective but more like an elevation, the literal name walking city, imprints 
motion  to the brain, some motion can be perceived, giving the structure has 
legs like a spider. Even though the image is super imposed on reality, the image 
is so far from conceivable reality in many ways, the gates are open for lots of 
interpretation. Architects of this time had time to question modern architecture, 
developing ideas, while colour printing became cheaper at the end of the 70’s 







( The next step in breaking the way we represent ideas of architecture is the 
computer, and at present it can be used rather than overlay, put by placing into a 
picture digitally or into a mode the proposed architecture within a digital reality or 
replica of the existing. Like all that has gone before the ideas can represent some-
thing believable or abstract and futuristic.In the image Republic Square, Almaty 
Kazaxstan,2006  we see this sectional perspective drawing, technology pasting 
people cars with in, shades of grey, it does not seem too represent a reality as we 
see it with its glossy transparency. Architecturally it shows an interesting play of 
habitable spaces that are not so abstract that they are conceivable.  
 Computers can also depict a futuristic scene from imagination not depict-
ing reality but an idea or a concept. We see this grotesque, dark image by Samuel 
White, Chapel of the Corpus , which has as much impact as Piranesi #rst drawings 
of imaginative space, showing a nice play of light and shade. This picture is eerie, as 
the mind recognises the hanging #gures as human bodies, it is certainly a sublime 
image encouraging the mind not to ponder or interpret.  Looking at the evolu-
tion of architectural image as both conceivable and unrecognisable realities, ideas, 
concepts and pure imagination, playing with and warping reality as the mind sees 
it. The option now lies with the level of realism the image will show, the amount 
of interpretation within the image and its style. The question remains, what is the 








WHAT THE DIGITAL TOOL CAN OFFER.
( The computer o!ers a new way of representing architecture, with a play 
of new forms texture, and process of interaction between the person and the soft-
ware. The computer is a high-speed machine that can render, at the touch of a 
button, but it is dependent on programs.  Computers are interactive with other 
computers, which in the scenario of an architectural o ce has advantages, many 
people can work at the one drawing were changes are saved and updated to the 
drawing interactively. This is the equivalent to many architects using tracing paper, 
in an o ce before Computer Aided Draughting (CAD) programs, all the analogue 
tools exist with in the technology, but are used in a faster, seamless way. Informa-
tion is stored and can be transported by email, anywhere in the world making 
the computer, essential in today’s modern life. Computers for some o!er a new 
medium that can vocalise ideas and concepts in a new way. 
NEW FORM
 Hernan Diaz Alonso , an architect who is considered at the forefront of 
digital architecture. Alonso found himself as ayoung student being very impressed 
by the early work of Zaha Hadid  and COOP HIMMELB(L)AU with their striking ana-
logue architectural representations. The vision of his architecture can be seen in 
a computer generated image, a design for the New Media Design, San Sebastian, 
Spain looks organic in structure, with in its dark back rounds,form is re"ecting light, 
 Yael Reisner sees Digital Architecture as a way of rede#ning architecture 
to a more aesthetic or beautiful form, others like Bernard Cache an industrial de-
signer who is an important #gure with in digital architecture, in the late 1990s sees 
the architects mode of production becoming more reliant on digital technologies, 
which he thinks is hostile to random "uid architecture. Reisner writes of the neglect 
of aesthetics and form with in the modern movement of architecture. The process 
in which one designs is led by sensibility and nothing to do with visual thinking, 
Reisner generalises that the opinion is beauty has no position in architecture. The 
digital age is a means to this new expression, reforming to aesthetics and form .
Alonso, manipulates form digitally
New Media Design, San Sebastian, Spain
/
./Z
   Alonso has pointed out of a change in the approach to Digital Architec-
ture over the past 15 years, from representation to simulation, a generative internal 
logic that grows into form and what he calls the changing attitude of the architect, 
one were one, does not ask themselves what the computer can do for the architect, 
but what the architect can do for the computer.  This idea can be associated with 
perspective drawing and the ability for man to serve technology in a quest for crea-
tion.
 it is an architecture attaching itself to the existing architecture, alien in nature to 
the existing building it rests on, these di!erences between the new and existing 
structures, are ampli#ed by the computers ability to manipulate form, light and 
shade, these characteristics direct the outcome of the end piece, which are the ar-
chitects palette for design. Alonso states that this is a way in which he works, and 
believes that the work should be an expression of himself.  The task in his work is 
the translation of this image to the reality.  
 NEW EXPRESSION 
 
 Representing reality in drawing was the goal of perspective, now comput-
ers represent form, structure, spaces, and people with realism in a crisp clean way 
without a need to express oneself in the process of representation. Morphosis , 
rendering of Phare tower, la defence, Paris, France 2207, is a perspective shot gen-
erated by the computer, people of photographic quality walk in the foreground. 
The architecture form is enveloped in light and shade, re"ections and city context 
blend together, it is like a dream of the future. This is the ultimate representation, 
requiring no imagination to see the potential reality of the project. This is a bene#-
cial tool for architects too show the intent of the architecture.
 
 Greg lynn found a new way of expressing ideas from the mind through 
the computer, Lynn worked under eisenman and was interested in eisenmans 
thoughts to explore a new expression in designing, and new tools of expression 
. Lynn found the computer crucial for the exploration of form in intricacy using 
an evolved calculus and geometries. Lynn summarises his interest as a student in 
complex geometries and form, butt #nding his abilities to draw, unable to translate 
these conceptions to representations .The computer gives shape to new ideas, and 
with out it, some ideas would never evolve, new expressions and ways of conceiv-
ing architecture are ignited with its presence. Lynns work show a dependency of 






 Ark of the world museum and visitors centre, San Jose, Costa Rica, 2002, 
shows the range of interaction between Lynn and the computer. Image A shows 
the complex geometries involved in the design of the architecture, its organic ap-
pearance similar to a "ower, rigid grid and play of geometry through calculus are all 
explored. Image B is a computer rendered 3d model with vibrant colours, light and 
shadow are ampli#ed with the background, an in#nite blackness, which project the 
image. Images have power, expressed by the computer in the internal logic and 
systems that govern it, controlled by the user. Image c shows a close up view of the 
centre organic tower, with its lattice roof of complex geometries, the architecture 
presented is organic in form and texture, with the insertion of people looking out 
from a terrace, this image has being replaced with the in#nite blackness for a sky 
and background, this image is a representation showing the human interaction 
in the project. This image represents a traditional perspective view, and has a lan-
guage of expression distinct to the computer, with its programmed understanding 
of physics and mathematics, relating to space light and shadow. New expression 
and thought can be found in the digital era, to inspiration and belief in the power 
of the computer as design tool.







 Brian Mcgrath and Jean Gardner wrote a book about architectural draw-
ing today based on the concept of cinemetrics. The digital process to date has 
being disappointing for Gardner and Mcgrath, the fact that architecture is ex-
plored and represented in plans sections and perspective being a 600 year old 
technology. Gardner and Mcgrath are concerned with what happens to the hu-
man motor –shema, when we move from the drawing board to the computer. 
They argue that this jump between technologies, will a!ect the way we sense 
the world, which with the aid of the computer, we can record a more accurate 
and real world, on matter Flux(see whole). This information is di!erent, in the way 
we conceive the world in a renaissance style lens, where the way we govern the 
world, see and act in it, is all primarily based on information from the eyes. Beng-
sons understanding that our world is interconnected on a vibrational level, all 
matter as one, this can lead from an antonymous architecture, to an architecture 
that is connected to every thing . 
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 Thomas Herzog approaches architecture, thinking of the compatibil-
ity of nature and technology, conservation of the earth’s resources that provide 
new thinking of design other than form . The avant-garde separates himself from 
context in pursuit of their egotistic ego, associated with all that has passed be-
fore, born in the Renaissance. Herzog does not isolate himself as singular creator, 
but works within a collaborating team of engineers and ecologists, abstaining 
the creative will on the world, listening to the earths needs, giving up control 
over nature . Herzog sees the computer as being an essential tool in breaking 
the perspective tradition of control over nature, serving more than a tool serv-
ing our creativity and productive needs, acting as the head of all individuals on 
the planet connected by the web . Computers have the power to help man un-
derstand the diverse nature of the world, allowing us to predict our impact on 
nature and then we can begin to work with it.  Buildings can be designed to be 
more e cient in structure, energy performance allowing a lesser impact on the 
earth. Ideas of this nature contradict all that has passed before, the computer 
has altered our perspective and knowing of reality, now we realise, the author is 









WHAT THE ANALOGUE MEDIUM OFFERS
 Thinking about the act of drawing as the physical process of extracting 
visions and developing logical thinking of what today’s world and future world 
might be. There is a direct relationship between the mind body and medium, 
observing how much the world has changed since the engaging of perspective 
with Brunellechi, drives mans ability to mentally grab and physically de#ne vi-
sions on paper. The argument that the computer can alter the ability to imagine 
beyond the pencil is unreal. The computer is an amazing invention with many 
ways of serving the user through the range of tools programs that can be oper-
ated, that come in one package serving as a communications workstation, an 
essential piece of kit for modern day living. There with in it, is newness for life, it 
o!ering new dimensions to reality, but what about envisioning reality. The level 
in which the computer can enhance the visionary gaze of the architect remains 
debatable. 
 IDEAS AND MEDIUM STICH TIME
 Ideas and medium stitch time, looking at a drawing by Hermann Finster-
lin, Architektur, 1920. This looks like the type of architecture Hernan Dias Alonso 
and many digital counterparts explores more than 80 years later, but very distant 
from reality of man and the city of that time and still this time. The drawing is 
of organic shape and isolated on a landscape. This ability to break tradition of 
understanding, imagining and representation is not limited to a time and place 
but it is vocalised with medium. Drawings by Konrad Wachsmann 1954 show his 
interest in a universal joint and structural "uidity .This mono tone drawing seems 
in#nite in space and plays trickery on the mind, very slick in appearance giving 
the image a quality similar to a computer generated image. Thinking of "uidity 
of space, is today a very accepted concept in architecture, showing ideas are not 








  Looking at a drawn by Peter cook 1987 and a drawn by Iakov Chernikov 
1933,these are two completely di!erent types of drawings in their structures, 
scale and two di!erent perspective shots, beautiful images are united by colour 
of environment and range of expression with in the drawn. The ideas are di!er-
ent but united by medium. Theses images look distant from reality, we do not see 
reality in such colours, but it does not take away from the feelings evoked from 
looking at them, there is room for interpretation, and the architecture is present. 
This could be the real attractiveness of the computer, being its ability to break 









 Thinking about what has gone before the introduction of the computer 
in the designing of architecture, the ideas were just as big, but are united in the 
tradition of perspective and the tools used by the architect, colour pencils, wa-
tercolours acrylics, oils and many other mediums that can be physically explored 
. The age of the computer stands on all the knowledge before this, programs can 
perform the task of rendering, shading, line weights, adding realism to architec-
tural representation, giving the computer an opportunity to replace the pencil 
and all analogue tools. Mankind can push mankind forward with the computers 
ability to model the real world and the systems that govern it, this can de#nitely 
help man realize our place and future, but can it help us imagine beyond our real-
ity. This new world could be putting too much emphasize on the importance of 
the machines place in our world, as something we will not be able too do with 
out in the future. The real power is in mankinds mind, to imagine and conceive 
such realities, extracting them from mind with body and spirit, physically moving 
in time and space to make the marks on a sheet of paper, this is drawing. 
 
 Drawing is a manual action carrying a wide developed knowledge, style, 
and tradition that is in real danger of being lost, this can be looked at in two 
ways, so what, the computer can do the job anyway, looking at the situation in a 
Darwinian way of technological evolution, or we potentially loose a connection 
with our ancestors, tradition and a way of exploration. This tradition is a 600-year 
technology, with mankinds quest to create architecture, carried on from genera-
tion to generation, in"uencing others, to carry on the torch. What of the human 
experiences? What one learns from the act of doing? Think of the person today 
who records his world, physically drawing the environment and the conditions 
it has too o!er on paper, whilst it would be easier too just take a picture. Does 
an artist understand the image better because the act of drawing gives him an 
insight greater than the person who took the picture, does the person looking at 
the picture have more time too look and analyse, and can they store this informa-
tion just in memory, or by what means. The person drawing leaves trails on the 
page with pencil strokes, forced to look and take in the information he wishes 
too, physically drawing every line, knowing them personally, in the photograph 
there is a chemical trail of what was there, directly to the #lm and then the print. 
The amount of information one absorbs from the picture, needs to be recorded, 
more than just looking and remembering, Drawing imprints this knowledge on 
the mind through observing, doing and technique, which all serves memory. To-
day people can use the computer to create perspective drawings with out under-
standing this technique and knowledge, the computer can perform many archi-
tectural representation techniques as a tool, the human mind no longer has to 
understand the three dimensional world with perspective, it appears visually on 
the screen. to perform certain tasks limiting the possibilities of expression. 
.ZL
 Drawings by Filippov and Matei show the power of technique, which is 
perspective, through drawing the mind has to understand, the relationship of 
every line to one another, the level of intent is evident, and these drawings are not 
spontaneous. Fillipovs drawings are chaotic with lines of logic consuming the im-
age, where as the drawing by Matei , the lines of understanding are tamed, show-
ing shape, form space and foreshortening, looking and understanding space as 
the eye sees it, perspective is essential to architecture. Understanding of scale 
diminishes, when the impression of working at a scale of 1:1, with the computers 
ability of in#nite zoom in and out. New skills of how too use the machine need 







 Wolf D Pridx of Hammelud Coop sees the computer as a closed system, 
with an applied logic, a!ecting the levels of architecture created and he #nds 
the computer drawings boring.  This is a downside when using the computer for 
representations, the architecture is represented with such realism, that a lot of 
representations look similar, no traces left by the hand, giving style. There is no 
room left for interpretation, which could be argued a good thing, allowing one 
to judge the architecture alone. Drawings then fail to capture the imagination, 
which is the beginning of architecture. Ranges of expression are wide changing 
from medium and composition, a!ecting the #nal image. 
 
 Van De Hoed explores spaces and light in an unrealistic manner, roman-
ticizing reality of light and colour with pencil, pen maker and watercolour. The 
end result is these extremely dreamy and atmospheric images, far from the real-
ism and logic of the computer, full of expression in colour, the marks left by the 
tool add to the nuance of the image.
 Ken Adams, draws images titled top secret, and uses words like space-
ship and Moonwalker in the title of the drawings. These images are highly ex-
pressive of the marker and line weight, both working together to de#ne a space, 
which is dynamic with light and shade. These images show the compatibility of 
the tool and the creator, with such simplicity of expression creating a 3d space in 
a 2d medium with e!ectiveness, such simplicity does not exist with all the com-
puters programs. The list of images and the ranges of expression conceived by 






 Lebbeus Woods was known for his artistic ability early, so much was 
asked by cybernetician Heinz von Foster to illustrate some drawing for him. This 
would in"uence woods future, taking Heinz view on Radical constructism, that 
is we construct our own reality. Woods questioned thinking and architecture, he 
wishes people to come away from his work asking the same question. Woods 
does not see the modernist approach to developing a progressive society through 
technological advance; he sees a society that can do it themselves, not requiring 
lots of technology . Woods representations de#nitely convey an idea that is clear 
in the medium. There is a strong texture in the pencil that lets us know that this 
person has a strong understanding of the physical world, and has a extremely 
good skill portraying his ideas, that are exciting in composition, thought and ex-
pression. Woods drawings have levels of realism, with his ability and control over 
the colour pencil, but his ideas and thought serve this technology, by fuelling the 
need to draw and represent. These drawings are dramatic, chaotic and carry a 






( Times are a changing, and for the better. Part of the problem, that can 
be associated with the pencil and analogue means of representation, is the way 
in which it has helped man evolve and destroy the planet. Pencils did not do this 
alone, the answer is perspective gave man a feeling of power and control over 
nature and the cosmos from a renaissance ideal. Technological advance from the 
industrial revolution helped us destroy the planet and further separate our self 
from the environment. Now trough our observations, technology compound our 
fears that we as a collective society screwed up. The imagination untamed of 
reality, is driving all too an unknown end regardless of medium. Technology that 
came with the computer has helped awaken our conscious and gives some glim-
mer of hope in retaining our modern life style, whilst helping us solve some of 
the energy, pollution, and destructive mayhem created by all technologies wake. 
But it is, this want to hold on too all technology and modern life, that is the real 
destructive power. We have designed a world that we cannot sustain, but that is 
changing now, that the mind has being awakened to such realities. 
( The question of how one represents ideas is an open question, ranging 
in answers from person to person. For some the computer o!ers new ways of 
exploring, designing and representing new ideas. Others feel strongly about the 
future of analogue technology providing expression and imaginative, spontane-
ous release of mankind’s imagination unhindered by technological processes. 
The reality of the matter lies in the mind and the ideas it conceives, ideas of real-
istic and unrealistic realities plague the mind of man, wanting to escape into pre 
reality, all mediums give such ideas shape, form, place and reason. Images carry 
power to alter reality, seducing man to neglect our responsibilities to earth our 
home and our neighbours being everything living. Conceptions are born in the 
mind and unleashed by medium. The real problem has to be content and not 
composition, the e!ect imposed on all reality by ideas. Let the ideas of the future 
be good ones, for all, and lets not limit the medium of exploration, the more tools 
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From the Ancient Greeks, debating and deliberating their a"airs at the #rst 
parliament in Pnyx, to Indian tribes arguing around a #re, and from the village 
square to the Capitol House in Washington D.C., the form of a parliament is 
always related to the organization at a speci#c time. At the bottom of the idea of 
parliament is the notion of some form of democracy and, importantly, of public 
representation. $e di%culty is representing the social system truthfully and 
successfully.
As the ‘original’ parliament, the #rst example of Athenian democracy ‘could 
not last except through the incessant labour of all citizens.’1Athens had a vast 
amount of magistrates, from the king, who performed sacri#ces, to the  
agoranomi who looked a!er the a"airs of the markets of the city. Because the 
o%ces were yearly, almost every man got a turn to #ll a position. $ose  
magistrates that attended to public order were nominated by the laypeople. $ey 
seemed to have little prestige and power, but were respected as a result of being 
elected by the public. It is noted by French historian Fustel that the Athenians 
had a great ability to submit to authority.2
$e Pnyx, meeting place of the assembly, is a small rocky hill with a large &at 
platform of eroded stone set into its side. $is is known as the ‘speakers stand’, 
1 Fustel De Coulanges, !e Ancient City: A study on the religion, laws, and institutions of 
Greece and Rome (New York, Doubleday and Company Inc., 1864), 330.
2 Fustel De Coulanges, !e Ancient City: A study on the religion, laws, and institutions of 
Greece and Rome (New York, Doubleday and Company Inc., 1864), 330.
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and is the material embodiment of the principle of equal speech. $e council of 
people were held in an enclosure made sacred by the priests, who walked around 
the Pnyx calling down the protection of the gods. $e people took their seats on 
stone benches. Prytanes, whose  occupation it was to attend to the public #re, sat 
on a platform. In front of these sat proedri, who supervised the assembly.
A herald stated the matters which the assembly were to discuss. A!er reading 
a proposed law, the herald asked, ‘‘who wishes to speak?’’3 Speakers took their 
place at the ‘speaker’s stand’- the eldest #rst. Every person listened attentively 
as, without interruption, the speaker expressed his opinions. $e patience of the 
listening assembly was commendable. Even as opposite views were expressed, 
no one shouted out in discord. Following this, every speaker was accountable 
for the advice he had given. $is democracy required a lot of work, and personal 
interests were ‘inseparably united with those of the state.’4 $e model  of  
government seems the epitome of democracy. Since Pnyx, is representation of 
the people as direct and e"ective? 
3 Fustel De Coulanges, !e Ancient City: A study on the religion, laws, and institutions of 
Greece and Rome (New York, Doubleday and Company Inc., 1864), 332..
4 Fustel De Coulanges, !e Ancient City (New York, Doubleday and Company Inc., 
1864), 335.
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As in Pnyx, village a"airs were openly discussed in a village square. $e  
participation was certainly direct, and the public were not pushed away from 
the meeting space. A similar central place of discussion was relied on in Ancient 
Rome, whereby business men attended the forum daily to consider public  
a"airs. $is openness o"ers a nature of reassurance to the people. $ey can feel 
safe in the knowledge that they are able to see and hear the conversation taking 
place- the conversation that will result in decisions a"ecting their lives.  
Undeniably, the success of a democracy lies in the quality of the harmony 
between the public and its representatives. Similarly, the success of a parlia-
ment exists in the quality of the transition from expression to participation. $e 
outdoor space and facade of a parliament should relate to the interior chamber 
in some way. A disjointed transition from public areas to the chamber points to 
a threat at the time of the institution.
It follows from this that capitol complex design is undoubtedly a product of the 
political conditions prevailing at the time of the commission and during  
construction. Produced by dominant groups who wish to give evidence of  
dominant political institutions, a parliament building is unlike a hotel, for  
instance. $e parliament building is brought about by forces strongly related 
to the institution housed within. Lawrence Vale writes that the architecture ‘of 
government buildings is political architecture.’5 Regardless of whether or not the 
architect claims oblivion to politics, many politicians use architecture and urban 
design as political instruments. Regimes that commission new capitals and  
capitols  predictably will seek to maximise the presence of the part of  
government most belonging to the people. $us the challenge for the architect 
is to #nd a form for a parliament building that will represent, if not the public, 
then at least the idea and intention of representing them. Within political  
architecture lies the predicament of conveying the correct message. $is  
vocation is not o!en carried out entirely honestly or successfully.
opposite page: "g.1- Pnyx; meeting place of the worlds "rst democratic legislature




History of the site of the building
$e situation of the parliament building is of utmost importance. Privileged 
high ground evinces power and prestige, as the Capitoline Hill of Rome  
displays. ‘Capitol’ originally alluded to a citadel on a hill, the Greek meaning of 
the word citadel (acropolis) translating to upper city. As Lawrence Vale notes, 
the placement of parliament buildings is ‘an exercise in political power, [...] a 
spatial declaration of political control.’ 6 In Rome, the Capitoline Hill -former 
site of the Temple of Jupiter- has undergone a series of transformations through 
the years. A monstrous King Victor Emmanuel monument now cuts harshly 
into the hill. Such a gigantic monument served to ascertain the authority of the 
state. Many modern capitols allude to this use of height also, such as architect 
Louis Kahn, who sited his Dhaka parliament atop a plinth.
A capitol might also be built on a site of historical signi#cance, so as to  
associate with that time. Mussolini believed in linking Fascist rule with the 
imperial triumphs of the past. His design for a new (1200 room) national Fascist 
party headquarters was situated at the end of an avenue linking the Victor 
Emanuel monument and the ancient Colosseum. He also requested a balcony to 
address the crowds from. $is was a conscious imitation of the Pope’s balcony 
outside St. Peter’s Cathedral. $is oratorical pulpit, the arengo or arengario, has 
many precedents in medieval and Renaissance urban design. Many old  
6 Lawrence Vale, Architecture, Power and National Identity (Oxford, Routledge, 2008), 
51.
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Italian cities made use of raised platforms or balconies attached to a government 
building. From here rulers could address the people, decrees could be made, and 
sentences dealt out. For Mussolini, evoking this past suggested glory.
$e history of the site was signi#cant to dictators who wished to use the national 
past to their advantage, mythologized or concocted where necessary. Italian 
fascists referred to Ancient Rome. Hitler pointed to the ‘racially pure barbarians 
of the Teutonic forests’7, and in Spain, Franco related to the age of victorious 
Catholic rulers who expelled heretics. $us the history of the site can be used, 
and even distorted, for the bene#ts of the government, alluding to what was, 
perhaps, a more prosperous time.
"g. 2- Victor Emmanuel monment, Rome




Placement of the Parliament Building in the City
$e relation of the site of the Parliament Assembly to the rest of the city o!en 
seems very distant. Is this indicative of the reality of the connection between 
the government and the public? $ere are politics and symbolism relating to the 
location of the capitol in the city. As Vales points out, ‘Architecture and urban  
design are used both to highlight the locus of power and, except in the most 
open, stable, and democratic of societies, to remove that power from public 
access.’8 
$e political pedigree of assembly buildings is made manifest in the choice of 
site. Kahn’s Assembly Building in Dhaka was built on a plateau, and surrounded 
by water. It is sited in an area with vast acreage of empty land around it, thus 
causing the building to appear even more majestic. In Abuja in Nigeria, the as-
sembly building is placed on an axis which the public cannot traverse. A  
separate zone for government, known as the $ree Arms Zone (which sounds 
almost threatening in its evocation of military terms), is divided from the rest 
of the city by distance and topography. Surely this is unsuccessful; this practice 
whereby the people cannot physically relate to their own government. 
Architect Donald Appleyard, during the design of the parliament of Dodoma in 
Tanzania, stated that “the location and form of [the building] in the urban  
context should ensure that [it] becomes the key landmark in the image of 
Dodoma, and that other less important buildings do not dominate and distract 
attention away from [it].” Perhaps the easiest way out of this desire is to site the 
8 Lawrence Vale, Architecture, Power and National Identity (Oxford, Routledge, 2008), 
67.
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building away from the city, alone and not competing with any surrounding 
structures. It may be that the urban design placement of the capitol building is 
of greater signi#cance than its developed architectural form. $e designers of 
government sponsored cities appear to consider their creations as defensive  
gestures. Such architecture and urbanism strive to position the government, 
o!en quite literally, above challenge.
However the opposite occurs in Canberra, the capital city of Australia. $e   
capitol building is buried in the hill. $e public climb above its legislators, which 
could be viewed as a powerful metaphor. On the other hand, much of what is 
seemingly free and open in urban design is controlled by legal and political  
reality. Limitations exist on public gatherings on the building top, such that 
demonstrations are prohibited. $ere is a sense that the people are but tourists, 
allowed to look at the landscape and privileged to be somewhat near the centre 
of power.
         
"g. 3- Assembly building in Canberra, over which the public climb
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Chandigarh in India is the capital of two states- Punjab and Haryana. Jane Drew 
pointed out that the plan of the city was almost biological in form, ‘Its  
commanding head the capitol group, its heart the city commercial centre, its 
hand the industrial area, its brain and intellectual centre in the parkland where 
museums, the university and library are located.’9 Architect Le Corbusier  
referred to the capitol complex as ‘la tête’ also. He described the route taken 
to get to the government buildings- ‘reached by way of a wide approach road 
that allows the capitol complex to radiate its dominance for miles’.10 $e design 
served to emphasise the view beyond the privileged high place. It leads the eye 
through the capitol complex to the dramatic landscape of Indian Punjab.  
Unfortunately, Le Corbusier created a detached capitol complex in a segregated 
city.
In Brasilia, the newly created capital of Brazil in 1953 was designed by architect 
Lucio Costa for the then leader, Kubitschek. Costa planned a monumental axis, 
open to the landscape. Whatever the beliefs of equality the architects and  
planners had with regard to residential areas, the economic and political  
actualities of this most modern of capitals serve only to promote a common 
theme of distancing the masses from the seat of power. Brazilia’s capitol complex 
is a privileged sanctuary for government. $e need for public transport to reach 
the complex means the public use of the plaza is based on prior privileges. $e 
capitol is isolated- an administrative head with its head in the clouds!
In 1911 King George designated New Delhi capital of India for the Empire. A 
new capital complex was designed to be an architectural assertion of the  
superiority of Western civilisation. A spatial progression of the government 
buildings appears to have failed dismally. $e architect, Edwin Lutyens, desired 
a grand procession, whereby one would move past the plaza, pass between the 
massive secretariat buildings, and #nally reach the wide steps of the  
Government House. $e building was to be a 200, 000 square foot palace,  
complete with a dome. $e slope of the hill the government buildings were sited 
on however, worked to terminate an architectural vista and avenue with ‘a  
disappearing target’11 due to the fact that as one climbed higher, less could be 
9 Lawrence Vale, Architecture, Power and National Identity (Oxford, Routledge, 2008), 
107.
10Lawrence Vale, Architecture, Power and National Identity (Oxford, Routledge, 2008), 
109.
11 Lawrence Vale, Architecture, Power and National Identity (Oxford, Routledge, 2008), 
90.
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seen of the government house in front of him. $e Indian political subservience 
to the vice regal acropolis of power was made spatially clear by the larger urban 
context. $e empty gesture of a council house for an Anglo-Indian joint  
administration was sited o" to the side of the main axis. 
In 1947, a newly independent India meant that New Delhi was the capital of a 
very di"erent place. A rapidly growing population resulted in dense  
housing while the centre of New Delhi, with broad avenues, elaborate greenery 
and sparse buildings, is an overgrown capitol complex. It seems detached from 
the rest of the fabric of the city. $is appears to be the common problem for the 
capitols just discussed. $e disconnection from the city is as dissimilar to a  
village square situation as possible. $e public are immediately discouraged 




Of considerable consequence also is the urban design of the space in front of  
the building. $e Piazza Venezia in Rome is essential to the awful Victor 
Emanuel monument. $e spaces become places for pro-government rallies, and 
dramatic targets for political protest. In the words of Lawrence Vale, ‘capitols 
gain meanings that their sponsors could not possibly have anticipated’12. A 
grand tree- lined avenue can become an elaborate processional route. Serving 
as a setting in both space and time, it ties individuals and groups with events 
considered vital for the site.  $is avenue can be used for presidential parades, 
celebrations and protest marches, for example the Champs Elysees in Paris. 
$e order of dictatorships’ regimes was established using wide avenues and 
squares lined with imposing structures. Indeed the importance lay ‘not so much 
in the spaces themselves, as to what took place in them’.13 Hitler, in  
collaboration with his architect, Albert Speer, sought to outdo every other urban 
axis of power in existence with his Berlin Plan. $is featured a North-South axis 
two and a half times the length of the French Champs Elysees. $e most famous 
piece of rally urbanism was the layout of avenues, parks and assembly buildings 
at Nuremburg to host annual party rallies. $e Zeppelinfeld, also designed by 
Albert Speer, was the built receiver for the culmination of the processions.
12 Lawrence J. Vale, Architecture, Power and National Identity (Oxford, Routledge, 
2008), 67.
13 Eric Hobsbawn, Art and Power: Europe under the dictators (London, Hayward Gal-
lery, 1996), 12.
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How the capitol relates to the rest of the buildings surrounding it is of key  
signi#cance. $ese other buildings may be already present for a time, or might 
also be in the process of design and construction at the same time as the new 
parliament- as in the case of a new city. Particularly in the instances of the 
design of new cities, it frequently seems that the space around the buildings 
does not work successfully. For instance, a vast open space outside the assembly 
building in Chandigarh is denoted by Corbusier as ‘public space.’ However, the 
bleak stretch of concrete that dwarfed individuals was hardly used. $e space 
between the government buildings was badly measured. Now, because of  
political  tensions- not owing to Le Corbusier of course- the area is surrounded 
by the army, and the public are banned from the space. In Abuja in Nigeria,  
Aso Hill is the site of the government buildings and, located on the lower slopes, 
the space around the buildings is not intended as a place of public gathering. It is 
a separate zone for government, divided from the rest of the city. 
Without a successful public space around the parliament building, the people 
can feel extremely rejected, and disjointed from the government. $is can  
consequently lead to feelings of mistrust, and lack of empathy with the  
leaders. A successful assembly building almost always requires a successful 
external public space.




Care is usually taken in the manipulation of spaces regarding how the person 
approaches and enters the building. A number of seemingly threatening security 
sets the tone of the government.  A long walk for visiting diplomats to the o%ce 
of a leader possibly allows time for the guest to become anxious. $is is surely 
what Hitler intended in the Reich Chancellery, whereby the route of a visiting 
diplomat through the building to reach Hitler’s o%ce was meticulously  
arranged such that the guest got ‘a taste of the power and grandeur of the  
German Reich’, according to der führer himself. A government chamber can 
appear open to public, with the politicians’ seats placed to face the spectators, 
or very little means of barrier between the public and the government. $is 
openness may or may not be the reality. If it needs to be stressed so much how 
transparent the goings on in the debating chamber are, perhaps the reverse is 
closer the truth.
In Canberra, the capitol’s central space functions as a Members’ Hall, deemed 
only for use by parliament members. $e hall is so important that the general 
public cannot encroach on it; instead they are merely allowed look down on this 
space from balconies above. $is displays an openness of the parliamentarians, 
but suggests a political detachment of the government from the people. $e 
people seem not as equals; on a separate level to their leaders. And while the 
centre of the capitol building is charged with architectural importance,  
functionally the space remains empty. $is space is similar to that of the Capitol 
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rotunda in Washington, except at least in America the functionless space is the 
starting point for public tours of the building. Canberra’s parliamnt building 
contains an empty centre, with possibly another empty gesture above it: the &ag, 
a dispassionate and desperate #nal e"ort ‘to link the capitol to the capital’14. 
$e Assembly Building of Papua New Guinea in Waigani City displays  
paradoxes between the interior and exterior. Interestingly, the language  
(English) chosen for the quotations on the mosaic facade of the building  
contradict the fact that inside the parliament, multi-lingual discussion takes 
place. $is illustrates that an international audience were being chie&y  
considered. Admittedly, the Papua New Guinea parliament chamber is in use 
much more than in many other parliament buildings. In this way the building is 
true to its conveyance of constitutional democratic rule, and independence.
Furthermore, the arrangement of the seating inside the chamber is of  
signi#cance. In the capital of New Delhi, the seating in the cylindrical council 
house was inspired to lessen the chance of a two-party government split along 
religious lines. $e three chambers make use of amphitheatre-style seating. $e 
seating plan in the parliament chamber of Papua New Guinea is a fairly  
common semi-circular arrangement, known as a hemicycle. $is arrangement 
of parliament seating is also the seating plan in Strasbourg for the European 
Parliament. $ere is no obvious divide while the politicians face each other, 
unlike the oppositional rows of benches around the periphery of the room, as in 
Westminster.
$ese e"orts- ease of entrance, a public gallery, suggestions on the exterior of 
the parliament building and an encouraging seating arrangement- can belie 
what goes on inside the debating chamber. However, they are a good indication 
of how the government wish to be perceived. 
14 Lawrence Vale, Architecture, Power and National Identity (Oxford, Routledge, 2008), 
85.
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"g. 5- Parliament chamber in Papua New Guinea
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Representation of the People
A newly freed city, or a city in the developing world, and its capitol being built, is 
a key opportunity to represent the people. $e city is a political institution, and 
the capitol is representative of the politics. In the case of a whole new city being 
designed, much more e"ort has to be made to attempt to de#ne what the  
national culture can be. $e pressures of capital symbolism are immense.  
Designing architecture is a visible symbol of economic development. $e  
building should promote national pride by bringing international recognition. 
Geertz, the in&uential American anthropologist, pointed out that the challenge 
for developing countries is to #nd a balance ‘between cultural self determination 
and international modernity’. 
Developing countries trying to make the world take heed of them will attempt 
to either follow the internationally popular architecture of the time, or they will 
conform with the internationally popular and stereotypical image the western 
world have of the country. While the former solution results in the design of a 
concrete box that won’t portray anything about their culture, politics or national 
pride; playing up to the latter resolution leads to a cartoon- like design, whereby 
the &ag that stood outside the afore mentioned concrete box will now be the 
very building itself. It serves as a government issued three- dimensional  
advertisement of selective aspects of the country’s native culture. 
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If the choice is to design with the native culture of the nation in mind, one must 
move forward with caution. $ere are many things to take into account. $e 
whole nation will, of course, be di%cult to represent in a single design or  
symbolic essence. If a particular culture is shown, it may be that it is chosen to 
appeal to the international image of that state, rather than being true to the  
present culture of the state itself. Evoking to structures of the past, the  
aforementioned National Parliament of Papua New Guinea is clear in its  
celebration of the indigenous culture. However on closer investigation, the sheer 
density of symbolism could be said to be rather biased and narrow.
$e design alludes to the form of a particular style of native dwelling, the haus 
tambaran, or village man’s house, from the Maprik area. $ere are several  
di"erent types of haus tambaran that were used in Papa New Guinea in the 
past, and it must be questioned why this particular form of haus tambaran was 
chosen to represent the people and their culture. In fact, it is probable that the 
leader himself had a sway in the descision, due to the Maprik area being his 
home place. $e architect, Hogan, seemed almost consumed with a near literal 
representative documentation of the art and architectural expression of the 
country’s many cultures, brought together under one roof. 
While it is laudable to resist designing yet another internationalist ‘box’, the 
parliament, rich in allegory, raises many issues. From above, the building’s shape 
is ‘modelled on a spear head &ying towards the future’15, indicating the nations 
progress since independence. $e building fuses the aforementioned haus  
tambaran with a raunhaus, originating in the Papua New Guinea highlands, 
a%xed to one end. Long contentions between highland areas and coastal zones 
existed in the country. Highland people saw themselves as overlooked  
members of society. $e fact that the raun haus is an inferior element in the 
complete composition may point to the lack of relevance of the highland section 
of people. Alternatively, the conjunction of the haus tambaran with the raun 
haus could be a metaphor, wishing to suggest in architectural terms the desired 
coalition of rivalling forces is necessary for the building of the nation.
Contrastingly, Kahn’s Dhaka parliament building tracks a national identity only 
at the highest levels of abstraction. In designing the assembly building of  
Bangladesh, Kahn wanted to #nd a spatial representation for a philosophical 
idea. $e idea was of architecture’s transcendence of politics. $is hopeful theme 
15 Lawrence Vale, Architecture, Power and National Identity (Oxford, Routledge, 2008), 
67.
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took abstract forms which, Kahn anticipated, would generate international rec-
ognition. Yet, a double perimeter plan suggests the need to protect the  
politicians from severe opposition, as well as protection from the sunlight. 
Avoidance of the political reality in the way of abstraction seems almost as  
misleading as making inaccurate architectural suggestions. 
In the parliament building in Canberra, native Australian labour and  
materials are used. An Aboriginal mosaic on the forecourt leading into the 
building is intended to denote the gathering of tribes. However, this mosaic is 
located outside of the building, which is intended to be the ‘Meeting Place of 
the Nation’. A symbolic spatial sequence of the building is designed to signify 
the “advent of European civilisation”16. $e visitor is led across the forecourt 
through a detached portico, comprising of a post and lintel structural form. 
16 Lawrence Vale, Architecture, Power and National Identity (Oxford, Routledge, 2008), 
82.
"g. 6- parliament building, Papua New Guinea
"g. 7- haus tambaran, which the building alludes to
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Designers should be mindful of the gap between present and more hopeful  
future. $e use of a form so literally, with little or no rethinking, appears as a  
direct sign. While the architect Gertz identi#es the trick to forging a national 
identity- ‘to make the nation-state seem indigenous’17- or perhaps more  
precisely, the need to make selected features of the native culture seem more 
like the nation-state- the examples in Papua New Guinea and Bangladesh can 
lead to prejudiced symbolism and architectural perjury. In Bangladesh, while 
Kahn appears to ignore the native architecture, there is no denying the allusion 
to a fortress-like form which is monumental in presence. In Papua New Guinea, 
village structures are treated as decorative shells in which to house a modern 
programme that is completely di"erent to the original purposes of a haus  
tambaran. $erefore, the use of this form can be described as a limited version 
of the cultures it depicts.
It is important to pin point the key thing about the vernacular tradition that is 
valued, so as to see why it is used in the design. Is the value the measure of the 
time passed, or is it evidence of some psychological need to remember roots?  
As mentioned by Vale, “If roots are to be valuable, they must nourish new plants 
and new growth”. $e past must inspire the future.




Power of the Leader
A key question is whether the government support the monumentality of a new 
parliament building as a genuine move towards democracy, or as a form of ap-
peasement, masking the strengthening of administrative power. From the  
government’s point of view, the design of capitol buildings is essentially  
concerned with promoting and protecting the corporate power of a  
government. $us is the true hierarchy of rule made known? Sometimes the 
Parliament building takes the place of the most important building, when ‘a 
more accurate representation of the country’s political realities’18 would have the 
o%ces of the military leader take centre stage, with the National Assembly  
building shunted o" to one side. $erefore, architecture and urban design can 
have political value as a mask, or as a deliberate form of lie. $ere are no  
assurances that any regime will chose to be concerned about the accuracy of its 
symbolic urban representation of the balance of national and political power.
Certainly an untruth will easily be covered up by a powerful ruler, and what 
seems like a great achievement of the leader can o!en be deceptive. Such was the 
case with the architect Albert Speer’s Reich Chancellery. Built in nine months, 
Hitler praised the swi! creation, and omitted the fact that the stone, which had 
rather amazingly appeared so quickly, had been cut by concentration camp  
prisoners in Upper Bavaria. Another dictator who mastered illusions, Stalin’s 
18 Lawrence Vale, Architecture, Power and National Identity (Oxford, Routledge, 2008), 
276
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regime made e"ective use of architecture, and by the end of the 1930s Soviet  
architecture was accepted by the public. A disjunction o!en occurs between 
monumental architecture and feeble institutions. While a parliament building 
remains in place, the meanings associated with it never remain static. $e  
symbolic role of a parliament building can change rapidly, altering with the  
institution it houses. 
$ere exists a danger that idealization in design will be used not to look forward 
to some more ideal future order, but to disguise the severe abuses of power in 
the present. An example of this is in Moscow. $e large assembly building in 
Kremlin (1960) did not mean that a democratically elected parliament would 
instantly begin to command the major decisions of the country. Nonetheless, 
perhaps the symbolic presence of a sizable parliament building in the heart of 
dictatorial rule might, over time, help support a more democratic view of  
Kremlin functions. 
$ere can be a close personal association of the leader with the building. He 
will always be remembered for either the success or failure of the state. In this 
way buildings can become objects of hatred. An example of this is the tearing 
down of the Bastille prison, targeted despite holding only seven prisoners, none 
of them in any way political. According to Robert Bevan in ‘$e Destruction of 
Memory’, the prison was a symbol of state oppression rather than a signi#cant 
site of the practical exercise of that power. Bevan also noted that buildings are 
not political, ‘but are politicized by why and how they are built, regarded, and 
destroyed.’
Ian Dunlop notes that the chronicle of Versailles is closely related to ‘the growth 
of power and development of character of the king who built it.’19 $e royal 
court was out of touch with the world outside. $e palace could feel like the only 
world that existed, such was the building shut away from the people. Dunlop 
concludes that no single building could symbolise the ‘ancien regimé’ better than 
Versailles. It is clear, therefore, that a fundamental aspect of architecture is the 
fact that it is closely tied to the personalities of the people associated with each 
building.
19 Ian Dunlop, Versailles (New York, Taplinger Pub. Co., 1970), 12.
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"g. 8- !e storming of the Bastille prison, a symbol of power and hatred
A major function of art under power is to organise it as public drama. Ritual and 
ceremony are fundamental to the political process. During the era of  
dictatorships, power increasingly became public theatre, with the people as the 
audience and as organised participants. $is was, according to Eric Hobsbawm, 
‘a special innovation of the era of dictators’.
$e architecture can be used to make a clear political assertion. Leaders choose 
to associate themselves with powerful animals, for example, the eagle. Vale 
writes that the preferences of those in power ‘may yield choices of symbolism’ 
that either exaggerate or ignore the state’s history. An example of this would be 
Turkey’s meticulously edited past. $e Paris Exposition of 1937 was a clear  
demonstration of a building used to make a political statement. Karen Fiss 
writes of the ‘Grand Illusion’ of Hitler, but the 54 metre high German pavilion, 
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topped with a 9 metre of the Reich eagle, made the structure a vision of power. A 
set of huge muscular #gural sculptures standing in front of the pavilion evoked 
the Nazi blood and soil ideology. 
It cannot be denied that art and architecture are used to reinforce the power 
of political leaders and nations. Dictators are not the #rst to want structures to 
celebrate their authority and glory. $is is true from the time of the Ancient 
Egyptians. Eric Hobsbawn observes that ‘pomp and gigantism were the face of 
power’20 that rulers wanted to display. Albert Speer con#rms this notion for us, 
revealing that on walks in the Bavarian Alps with Hitler, the führer ‘“frequently 
admired a beautiful view, but as a rule he was more impressed by the  
awesomeness of the abysses than by the harmony of a landscape.’’21’ $is telling 
preference for the massive and the formidable is revealed in Hitler’s own words 
during a party speech in 1937, whereby he spoke of ‘“colossal works... [that 
would] represent the most sublime justi#cation for the political might of the 
German nation.”’22 He continued that the Nazi state should ‘“not be a power 
without culture nor a strength without beauty.”’23
20 Eric Hobsbawm, Art and Power: Europe under the dictators, 1930-45 (London, Hay-
ward Gallery, 1996.), 12.
21 Gitta Sereny, Albert Speer: His Battle with Truth (New York, Random House Inc., 
1995), 152.
22 Iain Boyd Whyte, Art and Power: Europe under the dictators, 1930-45 (London, Hay-
ward Gallery, 1996.), 262.
23 Iain Boyd Whyte, Art and Power: Europe under the dictators, 1930-45 (London, Hay-
ward Gallery, 1996.), 262.
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Problems of Revolution, Political Ideals 
and National Religion
Sometimes there exists the problem of moving on a!er a revolution. A  
di"erent kind of forceful, driven nationalism is necessary for a revolution than 
that needed a!er the revolution to pick up the nation’s pieces, begin serving the 
citizens, and start planning for the future. In an attempt to retain an avant-garde 
force, rationalists in Italy claimed that ‘the architecture of the era of Mussolini 
must respond to the character of masculinity, force and pride of the revolution.’24
However, it may be true that the denial of any con&ict in the government is no 
less of a misrepresentation than the employment of party symbols in the name 
of national identity. Conversely, Kahn may be proven right if political conditions 
improve in Bangladesh. $e building poses questions e"ectively, outlining them 
in a new way.  
Political ideas raise issues relating to cultural pluralism. $e capitol building 
may incorporate religion with the parliament. $is is usually controversial, 
omitting opinions of certain parts of society. Illustrative of the dominance of the 
government, this power can be used to omit parts of history, link other parts in, 
ignore the public’s needs and wishes, and create extravagance at the expense of 
the ordinary citizens.
In considering the issue of religion, Khan thought it a great idea to expand both 
the size and importance of the mosque (part of the parliament building design) 
well beyond what the client had expected. How does one justify this religious 
24 Tim Benton, Art and Power: Europe under the dictators, 1930-45 (London, Hayward 
Gallery, 1996.), 39.
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presence to Bangladesh’s twelve million Hindus? $e use of the haus tambaran, 
or village man’s house, in Papua New Guinea was thought to be a suitable  
inspiration for accommodating a modern parliament. How is this choice  
justi#ed to women? Who decides which political ideals are to be pursued? 
O!en the design is compromised by the desire of the government to make 
progress felt. In Kahn’s assembly room in the parliament building of Dhaka in 
Bangladesh, foundations were poured before a decision of what was to go on 
top of them was made certain. $is resulted in a static and disappointing roof. 
It seems of a completely di"erent architectural vocabulary from the rest of the 
building. $is is but one example of a political short cut taken to demonstrate 
rapid growth and show that construction was well under way. 
Admittedly, signs of prosperity raise the spirits of the public. In Russia the 
people were inspired by the false slogans and misled by the impressive  
apparitions- many of which remained unbuilt. ‘$ey responded to a climate 
of upli! and idealism’25, and looked forward to a bright and content socialist 
future. $e newly independent Bangladesh, scarce of resources, allowed the 
project to remain incomplete for some time, and this symbol of unity became an 
embarrassment to the new nation. $e building was a constant reminder of their 
incapacity to #nish it o". 
#g. 9- Kahn’s Parliament building in Dhaka, plan




A parliament building designed to portray a new way of government and  
promise a prosperous future might, in actuality, refer to the past. $e  
architecture may well be a pastiche. $is is weak architecture, and although the 
building may be vast and impressive, it harks to a golden era gone by, thus is 
sentimental. What seems to be a grand gesture of power may be merely an  
imitation. Instead of looking forward with determination and vision, the  
leadership are simply burying their heads in the sand when it comes to future 
goals. Such capitols can reveal far more about the novice nature of the regime 
than about any genuine notion of democracy.
Many buildings under the era of dictators were never completed, including 
Speer’s hall in Berlin, a congress hall in Nuremburg and the Palazzo del Littorio 
in Italy. $is illustrates, surely, that the collective will is o!en easier to represent 
in the person of a single dictator than in the building of an architectural symbol 
for it. In fact, it is clearly di%cult to succeed in creating a modern day Pnyx. 
It appears that in order to be successful, there needs to be a smooth transition 
from public spaces to parliamentary chambers, and an inclusion of the public. 
Designing a form for a parliament building that will represent society is the  
challenge for the architect. Expressing the truthful intentions of the government 
is problematic for most architects, and certainly the di%culty lies in creating 
sincere and successful political architecture.
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In the early twentieth century, modern architecture gave way to new 
ideologies and conditions within the architecture world. From this, an 
evolution in standardization created a new typology called 'Rational Ar-
chitecture'. 
Fordism had a rippling e"ect throughout all of the western world in the 
twentieth century and in particular a"ected Ernst Neufert, a well known 
architect of that period and a graduate of the Bauhaus. To most, Neufert 
is best know for his publication “Bauentwurfslehre” which translates to 
“Architects Data.” !is publication, even today, can lay claim to “universal 
authority whenever there is a dimensional problem in spaces and rooms 
inhabited and used by human beings.”1 However, it was this book that 
also in#uenced the highest powers of the !ird Reich. Even Hitler him-
self stated that he was “very interested in Neufert's studies”2 and wished 
to be updated on his work. 
Hitler was responsible for the death of millions of innocent people and 
his most cruel intentions were realized in the plans of Auschwitz where 
approximately one million men, women and children were slaughtered. 
Auschwitz was a place where humans were given  extreme and fatal 
conditions. It was a place where people lived in order to die. People were 
packed into already full barracks and forced to share cramped bunks. 
Karl Bischo", chief architect of Auschwitz-Birkenau II, provides an 
insight into his approach to the design of the camps when he states that 
“... they(Prisoners of War) were simply led into nearby $elds and told 
'graze' like cattle on everything that was edible.”3 It was this comparison 
to “cattle” that generated the constraints and extreme rational thinking of 
Auschwitz. It was architecture that was functional in providing the means 
of mass murder.
1 . Wolfgang Voigt, Azchis, October 1995, Page 58.
2 . Wolfgang Voigt, Azchis, October 1995, Page 63.
3 . Yisrael Gutman and Michael Berenbaum, Anatomy of the Aus
chwitz Death Camp,(Bloomington, Indiana Univeristy Press, 1998), 119.
3
!ere are also connections between Auschwitz and the Bauhaus in Fritz 
Ertl who was the S.S architect for Auschwitz and also a graduate from the 
Bauhaus. Like Neufert, Ertl was lectured by Walter Gropius who incor-
porated the CIAM manifesto, !e Minimal Dwelling, into his teachings. 
!e minimal dwelling was a response to the modern movement where 
the functions of the home shi%ed as women started working. Communal, 
shared spaces with smaller private spaces were proposed for this modern 
society.
!ere is a connection between the rational environment of the camp and 
also the manifesto that CIAM were proposing in that the barriers to private 
spaces are broken down into greater public, communal spaces. !e di"er-
ence being that Auschwitz had taken this ideology past humanity into tor-
ture and slaughter. Perhaps, there is an 'in-between' form from the ideas of 
CIAM and Auschwitz. But one must be clear on the boundaries of human-
ity and ask at what point does architecture stop becoming human?
        
     




Modernism and the Bauhaus
  "Every adult shall have his own room, small though it may be!"1   
        
     - Stated byWalter Gropius in CIAM   
     manifesto for the Minimum Dwelling -
It was a set of arguments proposed in the 1920's that partially led to the 
movement known as “Rational Architecture” and the term Modernism. 
!e Congrès Internationaux d'Architecture Moderne (International Con-
gress of Modern Architecture) argued that the modern family was losing 
“its character of self-contained productive unit” and thus its cohesive power 
“is yielding to the rights of the individual citizen of the state.”2 Women's 
equality was increasing in the 1920's and thus began the introduction of 
women into the working world. !e household was altering into a new 
form that omitted women to being domesticated and dependent on the 
“man”. Gropius argued that "the woman seeks ways of gaining more free 
time for herself and her children"3 and the desire for more "collective social 
arrangements" was increasing. Biological considerations would determine 
the design for minimum dwelling - an "elementary minimum of space, air, 
light and heat."4 Similar discussions were raised by Karl Marx who believed 
that the family should give way for a “collective domestic economy.”5 
By following these ideas of social gathering spaces, private spaces for sleep, 
rest, living became constrained and minimal.
Ernst May was a German architect and was involved in the CIAM also. 
May presented the Frankfurt experiment which was given the theme "Die 
Wohnung für das Existenzminimum" (!e minimum subsistence dwell-
ing).  
1 . Eric Mumford, !e CIAM Discourse on Urbanism, 1928-1960,     
(MIT, Massachusetts, 2000),  37, 
2 . Eric Mumford, !e CIAM Discourse on Urbanism, 1928-1960,     
(MIT, Massachusetts, 2000),  39.
3 Eric Mumford, !e CIAM Discourse on Urbanism, 1928-1960, 
(MIT, Massachusetts, 2000),  39.
4 . Eric Mumford, !e CIAM Discourse on Urbanism, 1928-1960, 
(MIT, Massachusetts, 2000),  37.
5 . Eric Mumford, !e CIAM Discourse on Urbanism, 1928-1960, 
(MIT, Massachusetts, 2000),  37.
5
!e proposal focused on solutions to the problem of high rents for low 
wage earners. May wanted to create "the minimum dwelling ration" based 
on "biological" and not “economic requirements" so that housing was 
designed for society rather than people with large incomes.6 !e proposal 
expanded on Gropius' and Marx's arguments but instead, focused on the 
low wage earners. However, Gropius' in#uence didn't stop there as he in-
corporated some of his manifesto into the Bauhaus.
In a Bauhaus Manifesto, Gropius set out to create "the building of the 
future" where artists and cra%smen worked together with "the ultimate 
aim of all creative activity”7 being the building. Many were attracted by 
the modern programme and enrolled in the Bauhaus. !e manifesto also 
established the Bauhaus as the main in#uence of Modernism. Peter Hahn, 
director of Bauhaus Archiv, describes the Bauhaus as becoming "an abbre-
viation for the radical modernization of life and its positive and negative 
side-e"ects."8 
6 . Eric Mumford, !e CIAM Discourse on Urbanism, 1928-1960,     
(MIT, Massachusetts, 2000),  42.
7 . Magdalena Droste, Bauhaus 1919-1933, (Taschen, Berlin, 2002), 17.
8 . Magdalena Droste, Bauhaus 1919-1933, (Taschen, Berlin, 2002), 6.
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Modernism
!e Bauhaus and the Nazis
Following the closure of the Bauhaus in April 1933 by the Nazis, the direc-
tor, Mies van der Rohe, argued that the school was not "interested in poli-
tics but merely the aesthetics of technology and industrial development."9 
and encouraged the Minister of Culture, Alfred Rosenberg to reopen it. 
!e Gestapo allowed Mies to reopen the Bauhaus but it inevitably closed 
due to $nancial issues with the state. Mies le% for the United States four 
years later, a decision David Gartman believes was “not the Nazi’s politics 
but their restrictions of artistic autonomy that was decisive.”10 Even Le Cor-
busier found it di&cult to get commissions. 
!e main reason for the Nazi’s decision was to take advantage of the pub-
lic’s opinion that modernism was responsible for industrial rationalization 
and therefore, unemployment. Otto Wagener, Hitler’s economic adviser 
until 1934, said that Hitler, himself, was anti-modern and believed that the 
individual “had become enslaved by industrialization, was in bondage to 
capital and the machine.”11 However, Albert Speer and others, persuaded 
Hitler that the production process of war rearmaments needed to adopt the 
rationalization of Fordism. Unlike, Henry Ford, however, the Nazis were 
rationalizing in a “struggle for power”, according to Speer.
...Our means had no ideological grounding, but were politically demonstrated: they were 
inspired by the experience of the political struggle for power.12
9 . David Gartman, From Autos to Architecture: Fordism and Archi-    
tectural Aesthetics in !e Twentieth Century, (Princeton Architec-    
tural Press, New York, 2009), 131.
10 . David Gartman, From Autos to Architecture: Fordism and Archi-    
tectural Aesthetics in !e Twentieth Century, (Princeton Architec-    
tural Press, New York, 2009), 131.
11 . David Gartman, From Autos to Architecture: Fordism and Archi-    
tectural Aesthetics in !e Twentieth Century, (Princeton Architec-    
tural Press, New York, 2009), 133.
12 . David Gartman, From Autos to Architecture: Fordism and Archi
tectural Aesthetics in !e Twentieth Century, (Princeton Architec
tural Press, New York, 2009), 134.
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“!e building of the future” was not the intention of the Nazis. Nor was 
“biological considerations.” What they sought was fear, a demonstration 
of power. Just like the   dissembled autonomy in art and architecture, the 
autonomy of life was to be challenged.
According to Timothy Synder, the evil not only existed in the rationality 
of the Nazis, but more generally in the rationality that de$nes all forms of 
totalitarian regimes. He states that:
...when one considers the total number of European civilians killed by totalitarian powers 
in the middle of the twentieth century, one should have in mind three groups of roughly 
equal size: Jews killed by Germans, non-Jews killed by Germans, and Soviet civilians killed 
by the Soviet state.13
Any totalitarian rationality seemed to put human beings into storage 
spaces while also working in a slave labour camp. !e Soviet’s repressions 
are evident in Gulag just like the Nazi’s repressions are visible in Auschwitz. 
However, unlike Auschwitz,  most of the thirty million prisoners at Gulag 
survived the camp. !e reason being  that Auschwitz was not developed to 
just contain people but to also exterminate people. Synder adds that “!e 
Holocaust was in considerable measure complete”14 when Auschwitz was 
fully operational as a death factory. Yet it shadows other camps such as 
Treblinka, Be zec and Sobibor because of its documentation from survivors 
in Auschwitz. !e reason being that Auschwitz was a slave labour camp 
as well as a death camp. !e basis for the rationality of the camp was that 
people lived there in order to die. Rudolf VRBA, a survivor of Auschwitz, 
said that:
If $ve thousand dies, they were replaced for the Jewish transport that came in. If one 
thousand died, only one thousand were replaced. !e improvement in the conditions of 
the concentration camp made a higher death rate with the gas chamber. !e improvement 
of conditions within the concentration camp does not impede the process of mass execu-
tions.15 
13 . Timothy Synder, “Holocaust: !e Ignored Reality”, !e New     
York Review of Books, July 16, 2009, accessed April 10 2011, http://   
www.nybooks.com/articles/archives/2009/jul/16/holocaust-    
the-ignored-reality/?page=1
14 . Timothy Synder, “Holocaust: !e Ignored Reality”, !e New York Review of   
Books, July 16, 2009, accessed April 10 2011, http://www.nybooks.com/articles/  
archives/2009/jul/16/holocaust-the-ignored-reality/?





On the day of 14 June 1940, a train carrying 728 Polish inmates arrived in small  
town  called Birkenau, thirty-seven miles west of Krakow, Poland. !ey had arrived at a 
newly formed Prisoner of War camp called Auschwitz ,unaware that in time, this camp 
would become one of the greatest man-made killing machine in history. By March 1941, the 
inmate population grew to 10,900.1
Auschwitz was primarily an extermination camp for the Nazis. However, 
it also had a secondary function which was the utilization of slave labour. 
Bruno Bettelheim argues, in his book 'Surviving and other essays', that 
the concentration camp system spawned a reality in which all the beliefs, 
values, and norms of behavior adhered to in the world outside the camps 
were abandoned.2
Within the barracks of Auschwitz, there existed a hierarchy that was cre-
ated by the German authorities in the camp. Camp authorities created a 
small but powerful rank of prisoners. Kapos were in charge of the work 
units. Lagerälteste were in charge of the entire prisoners' camp population, 
Blockälteste and Stubendienste – the prisoners commanding the blocks- 
and many positions in the central administration of the camps.3 
!e o&cers also divided the prisoner population into ethnic and “racial” 
groups. !is method of cataloging spawned the reality that the camp was 
a perimeter where exceptions and new rules applied. Charlie Hailey de-
scribes the “camps' as:
...spaces where states of emergency or legal exception have become the rule.4
1 . Yisrael Gutman and Michael Berenbaum, Anatomy of the Auschwitz Death 
Camp,(Bloomington, Indiana Univeristy Press, 1998), 10-16.
2 . Yisrael Gutman and Michael Berenbaum, Anatomy of the Auschwitz Death 
Camp,(Bloomington, Indiana Univeristy Press, 1998), 22.
3 . Yisrael Gutman and Michael Berenbaum, Anatomy of the Auschwitz Death 
Camp,(Bloomington, Indiana Univeristy Press, 1998), 22.
4 . Charlie Hailey, Camps: a guide to 21st-century space, (Massachusets, MIT, 2009), 8.
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Plan of Auschwitz Birkenau-II
    3a.  Barracks prisoners - Women’s camp
    3b.  Barracks prisoners - Quarantine
    3c.  Barracks prisoners - Family Camp
    3d.   Barracks prisoners - Hungarian camp
    3e. Barracks prisoners - Men’s camp
    3f.  Barracks prisoners - Roma camp and the Sith
    4.   Latrines
    5.   Hospitals
    7.   Gas chambers and crematoria
Bettelheim argues that the mental state of the prisoners had succumbed 
to the rules and authority of Auschwitz. He believes that their belief in 
the justice of the law was so strong that they believed they were not being 
unjustly presecuted. But instead, searched their minds to $nd some guilt in 
themselves. In his 'Survivng and other Essays' he states that:
!e inner desire to be loved by the superego is extremely strong, and the weaker the ego 
becomes, the stronger is this desire. Since in the totalitarian system the most powerful 
superego surrogates are the rules and their representatives-in short the system itself-one 
can gain approval of the superego surrogates only by going along with the system.5 
5 . Bruno Bettelheim, “ Remarks on the Psycological Appeal of Totalitarianism, American 
Journal of Economics and Sociology Volume 12, Number 1, 94. (October 1952), accessed 
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Auschwitz
Typical Day in Auschwitz
A typical day in Auschwitz maps out the extent at which totalitarian re-
gime fused with the pure rationale of the camp can lead to this 'cattle-like' 
behaviour. For all prisoners, the day began at 4.30am. Half an hour was 
allowed for morning “bathing”. A%er that, a mandatory roll call was held 
where stood in attention to be counted. A%er roll call, prisoner labour 
squads would set o" to their places of wok. Most were assigned to per-
manent labour squads. !ey marched in rows of $ve past the sign saying 
“Arbeit Macht Frei” meaning Work Makes One Free. 
Most of the work was outdoor in both winter and summer and lasted 
roughly twelve hours per day with little rest in between. When the shi% 
ended, the prisoners reported to evening roll call. !e failure of a single 
prisoner to appear would result in the rest of the prisoners being forced 
to wait in formation, sometimes for hours, until the missing prisoner was 
found. Individual or collective punishments followed the evening roll 
call  until the prisoners were allowed to rest in their living quarters in the 
“block” where they received their bread rations with very little else and a 
“watery drink”. 
Prisoners who had enough energy with meet up with fellow inmates from 
other blocks until curfew was over three hours later. !e same routine was 
carried out everyday except for Sundays when inmates were only assigned 
to activities such as cleaning, shaving, showering in groups. Activities that 
would keep the inmates occupied on their day o".1
!e emphasis, like any other camp, was based on structure and routine. 
However, the rationality of this camp was di"erent in that people lived 
there in order to die. A rationale conceived for mass murder.2
1 . Yisrael Gutman and Michael Berenbaum, Anatomy of the Auschwitz Death 
Camp,(Bloomington, Indiana Univeristy Press, 1998), 21.
2 . Yisrael Gutman and Michael Berenbaum, Anatomy of the Auschwitz Death 
Camp,(Bloomington, Indiana Univeristy Press, 1998), 22.
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Auschwitz
Erst Fritzel and the Bauhaus
In March 1941, the orders were given for a new slave labour camp that 
would hold a hundred thousand people. Its name Auschwitz Birkenau II. 
!e master plan was to develop regional infrastructure, straighten rivers, 
build dikes and roads, drain marshes, create a network of self-su&cient 
model farmsteads. !e master plan of Birkenau was created by Karl Bis-
cho", a German architect and his assistant, Fritz Ertl, a graduate of Bau-
haus.3
Fritz Ertl was involved in the planning of Auschwitz-Birkenau. Ertl was of 
a well known family of architects and was also a graduate of Bauhaus. He 
was dra%ed into the SS in 1939 and two years later was assigned to the con-
struction bureau at Auschwitz, where he over saw the camp's expansion. 
He planned the gas chamber that were labeled in the blueprints as “show-
ers for the special needs.”4 Ertl was one of the most enthusiastic students of 
the architect Ludwig Karl Hilberseimer, who was known for his progres-
sive ideas on urban planning. Hilberseimer was a master at the Bauhaus in 
Dessau from 1929 until July of 1933 where he was forced to leave Germany 
to America by the Gestapo. 
Ernst Neufert was another architect who worked with Gropius and was in 
close collaboration with him on the new Bauhaus in Dessau. It was claimed 
that Neufert had a strong in#uence on Hilter and the Nazis when deal-
ing with Auschwitz.  In the Case for Auschwitz, Mr. Irving argued that the 
crematoria designed in Auschwitz were based on Neufert's Architects Data 
guidelines. If this was true than surely these guidelines were used in many 
of the other camp's design.5
3 . Harold Marcuse, “Architecture and Auschwitz”, Journal of Architectural Educa-
tion,123. (1995), accessed 13th February, 2010. http://www.jstor.org.proxy.lib.ul.ie/
stable/1425402?seq=1
4 . Robert Jan Pelt, !e case for Auschwitz: Eveidence from the Irving Trial, (Blooming-
ton, Indiana University Print, 2002), 295.
5 . Emory University, Holocaust Denial on Trial, Trial Transcripts, Day 10: Electronic 




Destructive Dimensions - Horse Stables
In the Auschwitz I, Block 11 was a prison set up for the inmates who broke 
camp laws but also to lower the oversized population in the camp. !ere 
were many torture methods for these prisoners but in particular there were 
0.8 square metre cells known as “Standing Cells” where up to four prison-
ers were forced to stand.6 According to Neufert, the minimum dimensions 
of a human being standing are 815mm in width x 300mm in depth.7 !at 
equates to 0.2445 square metre per person multiplied by four people equals 
0.978 square metre. Sitting was not an option for these prisoners, only 
death. 
In the course of the planning phase, SS dra%sman prepared hundreds of 
drawings and plans of the construction sites and various buildings. Most 
of the buildings in Birkenau II were forty metre long, uniform horse stable 
barracks that were un$t for human habitation. !ey did not have e&cient 
drainage systems or insulation. Originally, each hut housed 550 prison-
ers but was later changed to 744 due to an increase of 25 percent of slave 
labors.8 Neufert states, in the Stables/Horses section, that “It is not practical 
to attempt to create an 'ideal' stable temperature. Nor is it crucial because, 
with appropriate preparation and expert care, any horse can withstand 
winter stable temperature as low as a few degrees below zero.”9 Perhaps, the 
Nazi's intention to denigrate the prisoners of the camp led them to design 
barracks suitable for “horses” under any “winter stable temperature”. 
6 . Alan L. Berger and Naomi Berger,  Second Generation Voices: Re#ections By Children 
of Holocaust Survivors and Perpetrators,(Syracuse University Press, New York, 2001), 193.
7 . Ernst Neufert, Neufert: Architects Data,(Malden, Blackwell Publishing Company, 
2000), 16.
8 . Harold Marcuse, “Architecture and Auschwitz”, Journal of Architectural Educa-
tion,123. (1995), accessed 13th February, 2010. http://www.jstor.org.proxy.lib.ul.ie/
stable/1425402?seq=1





According to the Jewish Library, the “interiors were designed to hold $%y-
two horses” which were partitioned into “stalls”of three-tier wooden bunk 
beds.10 Each tier had three straw mattresses, originally one for each pris-
oner. However, two or more slept on each mattress resulting in six to nine 
prisoners on each tier. For example, Block 2 had 234 triple bunks with 1193 
prisoners "living" in it. !e addition of straw mattress creates the analogy 
to horses contained in horse stables. 
!e severe overcrowding in huts led to severe sanitary conditions and also 
to a high death rate. Neufert recommends that “stables in which the ani-
mals are tethered in stalls are not generally suitable for horses which are 
ridden.”11 In other words, horses which are immobile do not require the 
same amount of space as horses which are active.  
!e comparison between the Jewish Library's and Neufert's term “stalls” 
is poignant as it reveals a slight insight into the Nazi's mentality. Bruno 
Bettelheim's account of Auschwitz in Surviving and other essays, perhaps 
strengthens this further “all that matters, the only thing that is really im-
portant, is life in its crudest, merely biological form.”12 
Contrasting to Gropius' view to evolve alongside the biological considera-
tions of minimum dwelling, it seems the Nazis wanted prisoners to just ex-
ist in unnatural conditions, exist in something past inhumane, past bestial! 
Neufert also o"ers guidelines bunk beds for railway sleeping cars. !e min-
imum height for each tier is 750mm and the length for each is 2 metres.13 
!ese dimensions are considered for temporary use and not a permanent, 
life-long use that is evident in Auschwitz. 
10 . Jewish Virtual Library, Auschwitz-Birkenau, http://www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/
jsource/Holocaust/auschbirk.html
11 . Ernst Neufert, Neufert: Architects Data,(Malden, Blackwell Publishing Company, 
2000), 412.
12 . Bruno Bettelheim, Surviving and Other Essays, (New York,  Knopf, 1979),  259.
13 . Ernst Neufert, Neufert: Architects Data,(Malden, Blackwell Publishing Company, 
2000), 18.
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Dwork and van Pelt calculate that each prisoner had a total interior living 
space of 1.82 x 0.914 x 0.914 metre, "the size of a shallow grave."14 !at is a 
total of 1.5 cubic metres per person. 
!e condition of the barracks didn't help matters. Dampness, leaking roofs, 
and the defecating of straw mattresses and straw by prisoners with diarrhea 
made the living conditions worse. !e barracks were swarmed with vermin 
and rats. Constant shortage of water, and the poor quality of the sanitary 
facilities increased such diseases throughout the camp. 
A pen and ink by Mieczyslaw Koscielniak capturing the atmosphere in the barracks. Re-
production courtesy of Auschwitz Museum Archive, 1980
14 . Harold Marcuse, “Architecture and Auschwitz”, Journal of Architectural Educa-
tion,123. (1995), accessed 13th February, 2010. http://www.jstor.org.proxy.lib.ul.ie/
stable/1425402?seq=1
15
Dwork and van Pelt also uncovered the sanitary conditions that existed in 
Auschwitz. A 1941 blueprint shows the evolution of latrines, from a bar-
rack with "urinals on the outer walls and lidded seats separated by panels 
over a ventilated masonry trench",15 to an open sewer. In his essay Marcuse 
describes the latrines "
One beam ran longitudinally above the sewer to serve as a backrest for 
inmates perched at its edge. Planks thrown across the sewer forced inmates 
to balance in a squatting position." It was calculated that if 150 inmates 
could defecate into this forty metre pit at the same time. forty-six complete 
"seatings" was necessary for all of the seven thousand inmates per latrine 
each morning, which could take a total of ten minutes according to camp 
rules.  !e latrine ration was reduced to 66 percent by Auschwitz's archi-
tects which resulted in most of the slaves defecating in the land reclama-
tion's during the day.16
Image of the latrine (http://www.johndclare.net/Nazi_Germany3_Auschwitz.html)
15 . Harold Marcuse, “Architecture and Auschwitz”, Journal of Architectural Educa-
tion,123. (1995), accessed 13th February, 2010. http://www.jstor.org.proxy.lib.ul.ie/
stable/1425402?seq=1
16 . Harold Marcuse, “Architecture and Auschwitz”, Journal of Architectural Educa-




According to Marcuse, there is a "great deal that architects and planners 
can learn about the ethics of their profession by studying their(Auschwitz) 
works."17 !e extreme rational thinking that evolved from Modernism into 
Auschwitz is a poignant, yet important subject as it shows architects the 
extent at which architecture stops becoming human. However, the idea of 
compartmentation and constrained living is still evident in today's society.    
!e Capsule Hotel
!e $rst Capsule Hotel was designed by a japanese architect Kisho Kurok-
awa in 1979.  !e hotel provides a single cell unit, a capsule, which is used 
primarily for sleeping. !e capsules are arranged side by side with a unit 
top and bottom, almost like a "bunk-bed." However these 2 x 1 x 1.25 
metre $berglass units surpass an average sleeping bunk with facilities to 
carter for a comfortable stay such as blinds, lights, air conditioning, a table, 
wireless internet connection and even a T.V. !e rest of the services are 
provided outside of the capsules. !e wash rooms are communal and most 
hotels include restaurants, pools, and other entertainment facilities. 
!e NewYork Times state that due to the Japanese economic 
climate, capsule hotels have become even more popular with some peo-
ple taking up residence in hotels.18 A new government law was passed to 
legally allow permanent residents to state the capsules as a permanent ad-
dress. !e rent is 59,000 (€640) yen a month but is still much cheaper than 
an apartment with no utility charges and amenities like fresh linens and 
free use of communal baths and saunas provided. Perhaps, Capsule Hotels 
are a solution to high density cities. !e concept of the capsule strips back 
the individual's basic needs within a "bunk" while providing greater com-
munal/collective spaces.
17 . Harold Marcuse, “Architecture and Auschwitz”, Journal of Architectural Educa-
tion,123. (1995), accessed 13th February, 2010. http://www.jstor.org.proxy.lib.ul.ie/sta-
ble/1425402?
18 . Hiroko Tabuchi,  “For Some in Japan, Home Is a Tiny Plastic Bunk”, !e New 





!e Nakagin Capsule Tower was designed by the same architect Kisho 
Kurokawa and was built in 1970. !e tower consists of 140 (2.3m x 3.8m 
x 2.1m) capsules that would be installed into a concrete core with 4 high-
tension bolts, making the units detachable and replaceable. !e capsules 
again focused on the individual with the interior appliances and furniture 
prefabricated o"-site. !e capsules could be connected by the cores to form 
larger apartments for families. Again, the focus is on both the individual at 
a very small scale who is incorporated into a collective.
Le Corbusier's Cabanon
Le Corbusier's Cabanon was built in Roquebrune, Cap Martin in 1952 as 
a holiday home for two people. !e prototype cabin was 15 sqm in size 
which is larger than the previous two projects. However, Corbusier spent 
years analyzing essential issues in dwelling such as the relationship be-
tween community values and privacy, luxury and asceticism, and culture 
and nature. !e interior compromises of an entrance hall and a wash room 
on one side of the cabin. On the other side, one room containing two single 
beds, a table and a washbasin. 
Openings to the outside are limited. !ere are two square windows, two 
vertical slits for ventilation and a small window to allow light on the table. 
!ese form the relationship between privacy and the individual, and the 
landscape and community. !e project is larger than the previous two but 
the contraction and expansion methods gives the cabin a rational and eco-
nomical twist to a humble summer dwelling.
!ese three projects take the idea of minimum dwelling to a particualr 
point in human rationale. Unlike Auschwitz, their rationality stops when 
humans no longer exist within the architecture. One can only wonder 
whether facility like Auschwitz, perhaps a less extreme version of it, could 
exist in a world of today?
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Chapter One: Ambience, Atmosphere and Dining :
Social Aspect forming strong link
Components necessary in maintaining a successful atmosphere
!e problem of atmosphere
A visit to Restaurant Patrick Guillbaud exempli"es the success of architec-
ture, food and atmosphere.
Chapter Two: !e Art of Cooking:
Skill and Passion
!e power of three
Material and composition
Chapter !ree: Presentation:
Every meal is a message 
Systems, exchanges and operations
Contrast in presentation through culture
AN ARCHITECTURE OF TASTE
!e world of Dining and cuisine is not o en associated with Architecture 
but I believe in a powerful relationship between the two. Not only do the 
chef and architect share similar disciplines and creativity but also both 
endeavor to bring together the whole experience of dining. We also have a 
conscious awareness of our surroundings in dining and ultimately form the 
initial response when entering the dining space. In this way it can be said 
the experience of dining is extended by and enhanced by the architecture.  
!roughout the study of the dining process and the elements that make 
dining an experience it becomes evident that the process resembles that of 
architecture. !ere is a structure and order to the dining experience as a 
whole so in a way it could be said that everything in dining is architecture. 
AMBIENCE, ATMOSPHERE AND DINING
A social aspect primarily links architecture and cooking. Architecture is 
an art that creates society, making certain forms of community possible. 
Eating culture claims and demands community. !e action of cooking and 
eating brings people together and has historically been a time of gathering 
and re ection. !e “urban quality”  of eating, as it were, is to be found in 
this state of a airs. !is is also the reason for the quasi-religious signi"-
cance of a shared meal like the “Last Supper” . Communication enhances 
enjoyment and is what really turns eating into an experience, because 
sensuality and sociability come into their own to an equal extent through 
coming together at the table. 
!e experience of dining is maintained by a successful ambience or at-
mosphere.  In order to understand and appreciate a successful atmosphere 
there are key elements or ingredients needed. Like any successful dish as 
manager Stephane states “the best chef just needs three products” . I be-
lieve there is power in three ingredients. People, place and activity are the 
key components needed to create a colorful and pleasing environment. 
No architecture would be successful without the interaction and presence 
of the human being. It is the human response and interaction that stimu-
lates and enhances the atmosphere of a place. In Dining, the interaction 
between people is  what makes the architecture functional. In the world of 
dining and cuisine people are brought together in the celebration of a meal 
and the activity of a creative workforce. !ese measures all contribute to an 
ambient jostling environment. 

 !e architecture of the place adds a distinctive quality to the atmosphere. 
!e materiality of the building for example is a human and personal 
expression of how the architecture of dining should be composed. !e 
activity held within a space de"nes its purpose. !e action of the human 
being allows for the workability of the architecture. In essence the architec-
ture of a restaurant works to allow for the preparation of food, seating of 
people and circulation of the workforce.  If we take these human activities 
as three zones then each requires carefully examination in the design of the 
spaces in order for the architecture to be sympathetic to the work that takes 
place within that zone. And as manager of Chapter One stresses as well as 
it being visually well designed it also has to work” . !e workability and 
aesthetic quality of the space are the fundamental ingredients in the design 
of a restaurant. 
Dining should be a memorable experience. Dining should be an experi-
ence, which is a celebration of food place and people. In order to grasp 
a full understanding of the dining experience I visit Restaurant Patrick 
Guilbaud.It is clearly evident upon arrival to Restaurant Patrick Guillbaud 
that there is a prestige of public display. From the Georgian formality right 
through to the personal customer care and "nesse of cuisine. Restaurant 
Patrick Guillbaud is a successful example of how architecture should 
embellish the taste, art and experience of dining. It is true that the place in 
which you dine is a personal representation of the host. !e architecture of 
the restaurant sets the conditions for you and is the expression of the host, 
which is represented behind those conditions. !us, leaves you the guest to 
experience and interpret those conditions. !e strength of these conditions 
in the Guillbaud restaurant comes down to quality of customer service, 
quality and standard of cuisine followed by a beautifully serene ambience, 
all, which creates a memorable dining experience
In the world of dining creating a desirable atmosphere can be a challenge 
and is o en quite problematic. !e problem of atmosphere is a complex 
issue as a desirable atmosphere can be a very subjective thing and is a 
composition of numerous elements. From speaking to managers of Restau-
rant Patrick Guillbaud, Chapter One and !ornton’s I have concluded with 
four key elements in creating a desirable atmoshere. !e most prominent 
concern is comfort. As managers their main concern is that the customer 
is comfortable in his/her environment, feels welcome and is at ease to 
experience the expression and presentation the restaurant has to o er. It is 
important especially in a Michelin star restaurant that the atmosphere is 
not too strict in that people may feel uncomfortable. !e aim is to create 
an atmosphere that is not too strict. It is interesting to think how that level 
of service can make people uneasy and incapable of enjoying the dining 
experience. Under the title of comfort falls correct heating in that the room 
is a comfortable temperature to enjoy a meal and to take into account large 
volumes of people. Comfortable seating space between is important for the 
customer to be able to feel at ease. Light is also an important issue when 
creating a desirable atmosphere and has a key role in the architectural 
expression of the restaurant. During the day natural light brings freshness 
and clarity to the dining space of the restaurant however while dining in 
the evening, dim lights and candlelight create a serene romantic environ-
ment. !e most prominent noticeable element to the atmosphere created 
in a restaurant is sound. !ere is beauty in the jostling buzzing sound of 
the atmosphere in a restaurant. !rough the sound of kitchen clatter, wine 
glasses clamor and the blare of people’s voices that bring the space of the 
restaurant to life. It is the people, place and all these elements that create a 
memorable atmosphere beautiful ambience and dining experience.

From the moment you pass the doorway into this seemingly private 
Georgian house you feel welcomed into in a home. On approach the old 
Georgian style building is tricking and immediately triggers a response of 
happiness. !e beauty of the Georgian house could not but enhance the 
dining experience.  !e rigid formality of the architecture opens a new di-
mension for dining. !e beauty of the Georgian setting is that there is less 
architecturally imposing features and more decorative functional elements. 
!e small yet elegant lounge is furnished in classical Georgian antique fur-
nishings. !e warm green tones of the room are inviting and successfully 
married with the neutral burgundy tones of the approaching rooms. !e 
décor is classical yet elegantly contemporary, you feel you are seated in the 
comfort of Patrick Guillbaud’s home. !e Georgian elegance is brought to 
new heights with the modern fresh and new-fangled dining room space.
!e comfort and luxury felt within a Georgian home comes to the fore 
when enjoying this "ve star experience. !ere are key elements in dining 
that are to be expected in "ve star restaurants such as Patrick Guillbaud’s. 
Elements such as Atmosphere, décor, colour, sound, view, privacy and con-
viviality are what make the dining an experience to be remembered. !e 
change in levels expected in a typical Georgian house, work to the bene"t 
of a restaurant, as a discrete subtle change is made between zones. Whilst 
sitting in the lounge you can enjoy views of a distinguished bar. Passing 
this bar entering the main dining room with vault roof, you move from 
a darker more intimate waiting space through to the open neutral tones 
of the dining area. Pale neutral tones opens and brightens this space with 
immediate response being one of fresh elegance and beauty which does not 
take from the beauty of the setting in the distance. !e restaurant has been 
quoted ‘to French decorum with discrete Irish charm’ . 

In most recent times designers have taken on exotic and adventurous 
deigns that re-interpret the standard required space and challenge mate-
rial and it’s workability. An example of an interior designer pushing such 
boundaries is Phillippe Starch. Philippe Starch is a well renowned modern 
designer, designing Le Royal Monceau in Paris, Manin in Tokyo and Teat-
riz in Madrid.  Philippe talks about how he makes something for the result, 
designing for its purpose and for the person or people that makes use of 
it. It is interesting to note how function and ergonomics impact on design 
and human experience.  Phillipe’s attidute towards design is quite simple in 
that he does not think of his product as a shiny beautiful object, he thinks 
of functionality. I would like to further develop on this theory and relate it 
back to the design of restaurant furniture and interior design. It is interest-
ing to note how function and ergonomics impact on design and human ex-
perience. In this way it can be said the design of spaces and objects uphold 
meaning and functionality and form. 

Even beyond the design of the restaurant and interiors the dressing of 
tables plays an important role in the presentation. In Patrick Guillbaud‘s 
restaurant there is a clarity in the expression of the table settings. !e tables 
are kept in a simplistic yet classical white and silver setting. By doing so it 
gives a sense of hierarchy to the food. !e cuisine brings colour and con-
trast to the white setting and thus creates greater appeal without distraction 
from contrasting colours. Not only does the setting of tables contribute to 
the overall atmosphere but the procession of service and level of profes-
sionalism is felt and is an important and noticeable feature to the "ne din-
ing experience, furthermore creating an ambient environment for dining.
As shelter and food are two of the three necessities of life I believe in a 
powerful union and development of the two. Both factors will never taint 
rather act as a mechanism for development and regret. Creating a powerful 
place of social gathering. !is I believe holds great meaning and potential 
as no other activity connects people more to their environment than hav-
ing a meal. 
THE ART OF COOKING
Architects and Chef ’s possess similar skills and ideas. Both professions 
require imagination and creativity. Like architecture cooking consists of the 
arrangement of materials for a speci"c purpose, that of eating. Speaking 
to top Michelin star chef ’s is exciting as an architect, as they too strive for 
perfection and innovative ideas for recipes and designs. !e chef is impera-
tive to the working of a restaurant as the food is what brings everything 
together and gives the space purpose. Like the architect, the chef ’s job is 
involved in many processes throughout the work of creating something.. 
From choosing the best ingredients, designing the recipe, making of the 
dish, choosing the ware and presenting of the dish. It is important that each 
process is under control by the chef as like any building requires careful 
work and precision.

!e beauty in the design of a dish is in three elements. And as the saying 
goes “less is more.” !is is particularly true in the culinary world as the 
best dishes are made with the fewest of ingredients. Finding more than 
one purpose for an ingredient is where creativity and the inventive nature 
of the chef come to the fore. Knowing your product is key to the ability 
needed in order to push the product to new levels and dimensions. !is is 
also true in Architecture in that it is crucial to have an understanding of 
material; it’s components and origins. With this knowledge you can begin 
to re-interpret these elements to create exciting designs in both architec-
ture and food. So the best dishes express a simplicity and purity of mate-
rial without sacri"cing avors or composition. “With one main ingredient 
and three things around it you have a successful dish ”. Coming back to the 
fundamental reason as to why people go to restaurants is to enjoy the food, 
so in this the food is the core from which everything else rotates. “If people 
do not like the food it is impossible to create a good atmosphere” , the chef 
therefore is the main instigator of the atmosphere and sets the tone of the 
dining experience
 It is true that many developments or advances would not have been made 
without the knowledge of basic material or components. In any research I 
believe many clues lie in those elementary components and these elements 
are o en most powerful. In the case of restaurants, brasseries or café’s those 
elementary components could include the chairs, tables, cutlery, food and 
drinks. Elementary zones may include dining space, kitchen space, bar 
space, toilet space, and circulation space, waiting space. !ese compo-
nents are all fundamental in the understanding of the logical composition 
in response to human behavior and needs.  !ese zones and components 
require careful examination and understanding, as they will be the cores 
around which atmosphere, cuisine and décor will rotate. In Patrick Guill-
baud, there is I believe a clear distinction and hierarchy of spaces through-
out the restaurant. It is a successful amalgamation of  an old Georgian 
Lounge through to a modern sophisticated dining room space.

!roughout years of working in the art of food preparation and composi-
tion there are invaluable lessons that can be learned through such skill and 
experience and are very much applicable to architecture. !e folding batter 
or cake mixture gives the sense of a folding structure. !ere is a beautiful 
composition of layers and sections that reveal the purity of the raw mate-
rial. Immediately I think of the beautifully tiered desserts such as mile 
feuille. !e understanding of material and its components and how these 
elements combine into a fusion of avor beauty and balance. !ere is a 
feeling of shear happiness when it is a successful combination to create a 
dish such as a beautifully risen sou é. !e process of creating that balance 
is where the chef and the architect strive in their creative minds, where 
they go through the design journey thus the product being a representation 
of that journey. It is a fascinating process to go through from the search of 
the best source of ingredient right through to the end of a beautifully bal-
anced designed and sensual dish. !e excitement and avour of execution 
relates to the whole bodily feeling experienced in a beautifully built envi-
ronment. A product that reacts to our senses is a super important thing as 
it provokes a human response. It becomes something, which provokes real 
meaning and happiness.
PRESENTATION
!ere is Logic and meaning in the way things are presented to us through 
dining. Presentation has a dominant role to play in the culture of dining. 
!e way things are presented to us is a representation of the restaurant and 
it is up to the customer to then interpret this and form a response. In this 
way the restaurant itself is a presentation to the guest. “If the divine creator 
has taken pains to give us delicious and exquisite things to eat, the least we 
can do is prepare them well and serve them with ceremony” .
Every meal is a message and where we eat it is just as important as what we 
eat in getting that message across. Right across the world we can experi-
ence di erent cuisines in di erent representations and styles of dining . It is 
the stark contrast between di erent cultures of eating that help de"ne and 
illustrate an architecture of taste. Taking a glimpse at this style of dining 
opens our eyes to a whole new dimension of architecture and its relation-
ship to food.
!e relationship between food and cooking is strengthened by the knowl-
edge and limitations of material and technique. !e architecture of cooking 
is in the action and composition of the cooking process. !e architecture 
of cooking is based on a triangle linking the three basic pieces of equit-
ment –refridgerator, stove and sink. !is is based on the idea that the 
cooks take food from the refridgerator, place it on the heat and then wash 
up. !e authors of  a UK government design bulletin in 1972 break down 
the “Meal Preparation Process” into the sequence “ Prepare, Mix, Cook, 
Serve, Eat, and wash-up. Under these headings the authors list specialised 
operations:Unwrapping, Washing, Peeling, Chopping, Mincing, Adding 
Water,Weighing, Measuring,Mixing, Baking, Boiling, Frying, Grilling, 
Keeping food and dishes hot ,Putting food onto dishes or plates, table lay-
ering, Eating, Clearing away, Disposing of waste, Stacking, Washing, Dry-
ing, Putting away. Adding to the complexities of this, nowadays architects 
cannot help placing this labour in a wider social context as the kitchen 
activity is brought amongst other activites and in some cases becomes a 
shared social space and in a way puts cooking and food on public display. 
!is display being a true representation about  how we live and work. A 
presentation of everyday life.
!is new shi  can be seen in Chapter One Restaurant where the restaurant 
has spread into the kitchen creating a chef ’s table where the dining expe-
rience is taken to a new environment. !ere is now a conscious e ort to 
bring people closer to food and gain an understanding to the art and crea-
tion of "ne cuisine by “carrying the restaurant through into the kitchen” 
. !is new concept of taking the dining experience into the kitchen has 
proved extremely popular as you dine amongst the wonderfully buzzing 
creative atmosphere that feels quite surreal. You are immersed in the crea-
tive culinary world where the architecture of taste truly comes to life.

!e most remarkable and fascinating features of dining and cuisine lie in 
the disparity between culture and places. One of the most interesting for 
me is the Japanese culture of cuisine and dining. !e theatre of dining in 
Japanese culture is so diverse it is hard not to make reference to such a 
unique culture of dining. Dramatization of the food and the dining ex-
perience within Japanese culture goes back a long way, it is said “records 
of the court banquets in the eleventh and twel h centuries indicate that 
aristocratic hosts endeavored to create a special atmosphere by contriving 
to make not only the food itself but the room in which it was served espe-
cially attractive” . Japanese culture itself has a very strong relationship to 
nature, which is re ected, within the architecture in the way that buildings 
are concerned with their natural surroundings. !e building embraces the 
natural environment not by hiding it with thick walls rather open spaces 
exposed to the beauty of the natural world. !is link to nature is part of the 
dining experience in Japanese culture and is a fundamental element in the 
appreciation and ceremony of the meal. !us, there is a hierarchy in terms 
of the architecture as dining spaces suddenly face garden and green spaces. 
In this way our environment and culture re ects on how we construct the 
activity and use of a space.

Based on the premise that in dining everything is architecture, the archi-
tecture in its own right represents to us an idea it represents a meaningful 
process. In Restaurant Patrick Guillbaud the representation is kept clear, 
classic and elegant. As Robin himself adds “ people come to Restaurant 
Patrick Guillbaud for the experience” . When entering the restaurant you 
are overcome by the splendor of  décor and ambience, this is the initial 
presentation given to you on arrival to the restaurant. You then begin to 
notice other various aspects of presentation such as table settings. !e way 
in which the table is set is imperative to the presentation of a restaurant . 
!ere is a formal setting with every item maintaining a purpose but posi-
tioned and assembled to represent an idea or an order as to how things are 
used. While we may stereotypically think of the plate as round, di erent 
plates of di erent shapes and sizes  have di erent purposes and add to the 
means of presentation and scheme of décor. An example of di erent uses 
for plates is seen through the progression of a meal in terms of the size of 
the plates and variation of dishes. A noticeable feature in Restaurant Pat-
rick Guillbaud is the absence of cutlery as that becomes part of the service 
ceremony. As a result the table has a clear simplistic reading and as Robin 
adds” the best things in life are the most simple things but are the most dif-
"cult sometimes” . In terms of dining and at Michelin star level the focus 
is on the food and there is an expectation for that to shine against a clear 
background.
!e way in which top restaurants are assessed in Ireland comes under 
the criteria of Michelin Star. !e owner of Michelin tyres invented the 
Michelin Star. It began in 1900 as owner Andre Michelin looked at how 
his tyre company could provide interesting freebie’s for motorists and thus 
created the Michelin guide. !e "rst guides were blue and were free. !ey 
listed petrol stations, garages, toilets, accommodation and where to eat for 
weekend and holiday motorists across France. By 1920 the dining section 
was so popular that Andre Michelin turned his drive and focus in this di-
rection. A three category rating system was established and is a standard by 
which all restaurants strive to obtain to this day.It tends to be cautious both 
to give stars and to take them and outside French cuisine it can be less reli-
able. Michelin only gives four types of recognition to restaurants, three star 
(the best), two star, one star and the bib gourmand for places below  a star 
but are good value for money. !ey also have irted with the “espoir” or 
rising star in 2005 for certain places that might one day be promoted. !e 
desire and determination of obtaining a Michelin Star is down to the chef  
and his creative pursuit. It is this michelin criteria that sets the standard for 
top chefs and gains their recognition in the culinary world. !e architec-
ture of Dining is now what sets each restaurant as individuals.
!e mystery in the speci"c requirements for Michelin criteria leaves 
restaurants striving to achieve the highest standard in every aspect of the 
industry. Michelin o ers no notes or descriptions, just the address of the 
establishment and sometimes a one-liner on any specialties of the chef. 
However, an anonymous inspector working to an unpublished set of cri-
teria performs determination of a restaurant’s rating by Michelin. And as 
restaurant manager robin explains”nobody knows why you get a star” . !e 
only time an inspector becomes known to the restaurant is when he identi-
"es himself to the chef so that he may inspect the kitchen and other facili-
ties not normally visited by diners. !ere is much speculation and conclu-
sion as to what the criteria are for a restaurant to obtain one or more stars, 
but general consensus is that the "rst star is based on a restaurant’s food 
quality. Additional stars are awarded for incremental increases in quality 
of service;dining room décor; linen, cutlery and china; extensive selection 
of chesse; and the size and quality of the wine cellar. It is also interesting 
to think how the design of the restaurant, food and all the elements begin 
to become more conscious and architecturally designed in order to meet 
Michelin criteria.
Food, dining and architecture all combine to create a memorable Dining 
experience. It is clear from Michelin star level of dining that this recogni-
tion and success boils down to the richness of the architecture of both the 
dining and the space. !e architecture of the space as seen in restaurant  
Patrick Guillbaud compliments and enhances the “architecture of the din-
ing”, thus making food and architecture come together to form a strong 
relationship and connection to environment and place.
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The Automobile: A Missplaced Resourse 






Ulrich Beck, when speaking about the quest 
for one’s own life states how there must be 
a fusion of the individual as his or her own 
entity with the rest of rationalised society.1 
Where the individual can 4nd this ability 
to integrate and more importantly partici-
pate in the rest of society, is nowhere more 
attainable than in the city. 5e city, simply 
through its density provides a desirable 
place for people to live among other people. 
However, whether or not the city is success-
ful in establishing its own unique character, 
and also its appeal to people as a place, is 
inclusively determined by the streets that 
knit the city together. 5e streets are the 
life and soul of the city. 5ey are, as the 
anthropologist Cli6ord Geertz suggests, a 
“ful4lment of every society’s need to narrate 
a story to itself about itself.”2  5ey are far 
more complex than just physical laneways 
for hoards of people, they are social places. 
5ey are social networks that connect the 
city and its inhabitants. 
Walking through the city’s veins you get a 
sense of life and its idiosyncrasies. 5e street 
is an event in many ways, no one individual 
or group is heralded with complete control, 
and you are likely to encounter something 
unexpected as you mosey on through. 5e 
distinguishing feature of a street is its capa-
bility of inviting social interaction between 
people. Whether it be; the curious glance 
as an unrecognised face passes by, or a full 
blown conversation between old friends, 
the degrees of social contact are varied and 
plentiful. Although the street allows for 
this shared dialogue and general interac-
tion between city dwellers, it also allows 
an individual to gather their thoughts and 
feel at ease with their self while still being 
surrounded by other individual street walk-
ers. 5e ability to be alone, while still being 
in the company of dozens of other people 
seems contradictory in many ways, but it is 
a quality that many city streets possess. 
5e street is the place where society’s long-
ing for a social communal destination is 
realised. When established it becomes a pre-
cious city component that warrants protec-
tion through its inhabitants. A complex su-
pervision of the streets territory is activated 
through a common understanding that the 
street naturally bestows upon the people it 
hosts. 5e social ambience that characterises 
the street is however, in a constantly fragile 
state that can easily be overpowered by hu-
man machines (most frequently the car) that 
disrupt and blur the scale of the street. If 
the street is to remain as the social realm it 
was originally granted to be by society then 
it must serve its people and not arti4cial 
extensions of those people.
1




5e street is the social dimension to the 
city’s anatomy. It should be completely 
considerate of the pedestrian and their 
needs rather than concerning itself with the 
facilitation of the vehicle also. City streets 
are the habitual public forum. 5ey do not 
exist simply as channels for city dwellers 
to traverse the urban landscape but rather 
they are the original social network. 5e 
street mixes the city inhabitant with the 
city excursionist in a crucially subtle way. 
On the city street you are constantly being 
approached by fellow city walkers, although 
personal connections are rare, everyone has 
a duty that bene4ts every other stranger on 
the street. It becomes a self-surveyed place 
which sustains itself through the presence of 
people. It relies heavily on the people that 
occupy its dimensions because a breakdown 
in the surveillance that their presence pro-
vides can be detrimental to the future suc-
cess of the street. Jane Jacobs, in “5e Death 
and Life of Great American Cities” explains 
how one lapse in a streets public surveil-
lance can be unforgiving. 5e occurrence of 
an unsavoury or antisocial incident on the 
street is disconcerting for the people who 
were, through their occupation of the street, 
providing a curtain of security. Doubt creeps 
into the minds of the street dwellers and 
they decide to use a di6erent route which 
results in less foot tra8c streaming through 
the street, which in turn means less people 
to create a safe atmosphere and hence the 
street in question becomes a vulnerable 
target for more unpleasantness to in4ltrate.3 
It is a counterproductive yet natural reac-
tion, which unfortunately can lead to the 
abandonment of the street. 
Although a constant conveyor belt of 
detached city wanderers lends itself to a 
sense of safety within a street, it lacks a 
more tuned knowledge of the street’s speci4c 
dynamic.  5e street is physically de4ned 
by the buildings that frame it. However, it 
is these buildings and more precisely the 
people that occupy them that contribute to 
the streets safety and hence social quality. 
Jane Jacobs refers to these individuals as the 
“natural proprietors” of the street. 5ey have 
acquired a familiarity with the street and its 
inhabitants and consequently they provide 
an informed eye which can recognise when 
something is wrong in the street.4 It is their 
knowledge of the street as a place and its 
inhabitants that gives them an integral role 
in the streets surveillance di6ering from the 
average street pedestrian. 5ey are a regular 
if not constant presence on the street. 5ey 
reside at street level usually as butchers, 
locksmiths, storekeepers and so on, not 
only do they provide the obvious service 
that they advertise, but also they act as these 
informed eyes. 5ey become entrusted 
members of the community. It is a trust that 
is built up over time through short pieces of 
social dialogue with the streets inhabitants 
like “comparing opinions with the custom-
ers at the bakery and nodding hello to the 
boys drinking pop on the stoop”.5 5rough 
these small snippets of communication, that 
occur while providing a practical service to 
the streets people, the proprietor accumu-
lates a trust and knowledge of the people 
that aids them in their defence of the street.
2
Amsterdam, workers district, streetlife in the 19th 
century.
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5ey really are the street itself and not just 
a space that leaches from it. 5e units at 
street level are extensions o6 the street that 
attract outside city walkers into its con4nes 
through the goods and services they o6er 
and also provide a savvier eye to its front-
line.
The Community Spine
While meandering through the Medina in 
Fez, Morocco, one witnesses the street in 
its true role as the glue that holds the city 
together. 5e Medina itself is essentially this 
intricate accumulation of streets which sus-
tain this self regulated organism. 5e streets 
serve as the network through which goods 
and information travel in order to maintain 
itself sustaining existence. People supply 
each other with the raw materials they need 
such as one restaurant providing the food 
from one stall while the orange juice seems 
to appear in the hands of a waiter from 
somewhere else a few dozen paces down the 
street. Everything is constantly feeding o6 
and providing for everything else. 5e un-
relenting presence of cats insures the plight 
of any vermin that may dare to make an ap-
pearance in public, while the cats themselves 
live o6 the scraps from the food markets. 
5e streets within the Medina are the 
ultimate version of the “streets with eyes” as 
described by Jane Jacobs. 5ere is always a 
dense network of conversations bouncing 
from one side of the street to the other. It 
is from these types of cross conversations 
that relationships are nurtured and hence a 
tight knit web of security is composed. 5e 
petty criminal would 4nd it impossible to 
escape without capture in such an intimate 
and socially evolved place as the Medina. 
5ere are always people watching from an 
in4nite number of vantage points. Behind 
every niche and on every rooftop there is 
the prospect of another set of intrigued eyes. 
5e streets not only carry goods from one 
end of the Medina to the other but also 
information.
 Each and every turn through the frag-
mented body of the Medina reveals another 
surprise. 5e Medina does not only host a 
multitude of commentary among the street 
dwellers but also a plethora of contrasting 
spaces. One meanders through this charm-
ing place passing in and out of light wells, 
through dense crowds of shoppers and 
traders, dodging energetic children and men 
with wheel barrows decked in greenery and 
there is an overwhelming sense of life and 
community which is transmitted through its 
apparently dishevelled streets.
5e Medina expresses how a community 
spirit can :ourish o6 the street because cir-
cumstances are so inviting of social contact. 




The Medina, Fez, Morocco.
The Medina, Fez, Morocco.
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for Students in Architecture” identi4es the 
factors that in modern society hamper the 
emergence of a community spirit as: the 
automobile (which I will address in more 
detail in due course), a lack of density 
(which is certainly not a problem for the 
Medina), economic success (the need for a 
neighbours help becomes diminished and so 
contact becomes less frequent) and 4nally 
the connection between the private dwelling 
and the public street.6
5e connection of the private and public 
realm is crucial to the success of the street as 
it connects the two worlds of the individual. 
In family and kinship the authors reveal 
how the people they interviewed had a 
strong relationship with their street and the 
neighbours, but yet rarely would an invita-
tion be extended to enter the private dwell-
ing.7 5e street was designated for socialis-
ing and where relationships with neighbours 
were established whereas the private space 
was the individual’s sanctuary. 5e street in 
e6ect acted as the neutral ground for the 
evolution of the neighbourhood.
Street Definition
In “Variations on a 5eme Park” by Michael 
Sorkin, the author discusses the rise of the 
“new city”, the dishevelled territory that 
is suburbia. Suburbia, unlike a good city, 
is severely lacking coherence within itself. 
5e inner workings of the suburban model 
read as shattered built urban fragments that 
are forced together with no consideration 
towards its sociological implications. Sorkin 
reveals the de4ciency in this place is not the 
omission or inclusion of any particular ur-
ban element that you may encounter whilst 
city strolling but rather it is the inbetween 
spaces that are uncontrolled.8 5e streets 
that host this place are vague pieces of urban 
environment. Delineation of public and 
private space is crucial in establishing clarity 
of space both physically and psychologically. 
5e formation of the space that eventually 
employs the social condition of a street must 
be a precise con4nement but yet must exert 
an obvious feeling of permeability and a way 
out essentially. 
5e street is often described as a public 
room; however, this seems to represent a 
contrasting urban anatomy to that of which 
it owns. It is not a public room because 
rooms are read as singular elements within a 
wider structure. 5e street is an aspect of the 
city that carves through it, sometimes losing 
its de4niteness but fundamentally holding 
it together. Sorkin states with dismay that 
“the city has become a theme park”, a sterile 
place with no expression and character due 
to a lack of identity and connection. “In the 
public space of the theme park or the shop-
ping mall, speech itself is restricted: there 
are no demonstrations in Disneyland.”9 
5e street is relied on in giving the various 
elements of the city a physical orientation 
and cohesion so that the people of the city 
know what domain belongs to them.  Allan 
B Jacobs in “Great Streets” when contem-
plating de4nition of streets urges that a 
street should itself be a place rather than a 
moment within a place.10
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It is disturbing to contemplate, but it seems 
that people are slowly eliminating their 
opportunities to meet other people. 5is 
is melancholically re:ected upon by Serge 
Chermaye6 and Christopher Alexander 
in “Community and Privacy”, where the 
authors suggest that people have lost their 
understanding of the “human scale”. People 
pass one another by in the city in their 
private cars or you hear a person’s voice over 
an intercom in the train station and hence 
the “human scale” becomes confused and 
unde4ned.11 
5e social encounter is slowly being dis-
solved or transforming, to become some-
thing di6erent entirely, something less 
human. Encounters are less intimate and 
more obscure. 5e more arti4cial devices we 
place within the process of interaction the 
more thresholds we have to break in order 
to establish legitimate human contact. With 
the capabilities of the cell phone and the in-
ternet, connection is frequent and accessible 
yet still only one dimensional. In contrast 
the street as it is supposed to exist is a more 
wholesome experience. 
However, this wholesome experience is 
becoming less and less common for the 
average city resident. 5e chances are that 
you more frequently encounter other people 
while fully cordoned o6 by a pane of glass 
or sheet of metal as you apathetically glide 
by in a vehicle of some variety. 5e street is 
the expanse of the human being. Inclusion 
of these louder, faster and bulkier machines 
causes a competition to commence between 
the pedestrian and such machines, a com-
petition the pedestrian inevitably loses. 5e 
social atmosphere of the street is dependent 
on being able to hear the mutterings of the 
people that occupy it. If the passing of a 
car impedes your ability to converse with a 
person as you amble through a street, then 
it becomes an antisocial place. 5e street, 
as has been conveyed, is a democratic site 
comprised of individuals that contribute 
not only their presence but their voice. If 
this site becomes contaminated with such 
an inadmissible presence, as these machines, 
then the democratic architecture of the 
street is obviously compromised. 5e street 
should be a space where communication is 
rampant and man’s voice, which is indica-
tive of human discourse, is the dominant 
audible component. However the popular 
trend within cities now is to reject this idea 
of the street. Chermaye6 and Alexander 
7
O’Connell’s St, Limerick. A lonely pedestrian stranded in no-man’s land amound the vehicular traffic.
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proclaim that mans “natural voice is hardly 
ever heard above the din of machinery and 
mechanical enlargements of natural sounds.” 
Sequentially man has lost himself.12
Steven Johnson, in his book “Emergence”, 
relays a conversation he had with a friend 
from California in which the friend 
astonishingly categorises the passing of 
low-income areas on the freeway, as class in-
tegration.13 5e scale and intimacy of what 
now is deemed an encounter is far from 
the cosy chat on the street. 5e tragic thing 
about what Johnson’s friend said, is that the 
highway in a city like Los Angeles, is one 
of the few places (if one can call it a place) 
where various groups of people are mixed. 
However, this type of integration is purely a 
measure of proximity rather than social in-
tegration. 5e city’s public space is primarily 
privatised with the presence of cars. People 
can travel through supposed public space 
in their own private bubbles, avoiding, the 
public and social pulse of the city.
5e unyielding pressure that the exis-
tence and popularity of the automobile 
has on the construction and formation of 
our cities is something that has to cease 
if the social integrity of the city is to be 
preserved.”Community and Privacy” 
describes it as enemy number one.14 It has 
become a normal object in the city and the 
average person sees it as a desirable if not 
essential tool. With its popularity and with 
people’s obsessive dependence on them it 
is becoming more and more di8cult to 
argue that they are detrimental to the social 
worth of the city. It is something that is now 
etched in our psyche. As Garreau plainly 
stated it in “Edge City”, “Americans are 
in the habit of never walking if they can 
ride”.15 Of course this is not just con4ned to 
the American race. Garreau also clari4es that 
the automobile is the most attractive ride 
of all because it shifts the power of mobility 
speci4cally to the individual.16
With the cars emergence, collective trans-
port would appear irrational, why share 
the ride with strangers when you can enjoy 
it inside your own personal pod. In “AS 
in DS” by Alison Smithson, the positive 
qualities of the car are presented as being 
its :exibility and its immediate availability. 
5e car is “operative in all moods of the 
European climate”17 Smithson interprets it 
as the delicate equilibrium between togeth-
erness and apartness. 5e ability to change 
someone’s view and geographical position 
rapidly acts as a means of plugging out from 
the social network of the street and into a 
sheltered realm of spectatorship rather than 
participation. It appears that the car should 
not be banished conclusively. It should be 
accommodated appropriately within the 
public realm so that it maintains the ability 
to connect the spaces we inhabit but not 
obstruct their inner mechanics. 5e car acts 
as a getaway system which the individual 
requires in order to function inside the com-
munal spaces of the city. It creates a balance 
in that it o6ers an alternative to the social 
street and also the private static dwelling be-
cause it is dynamic. It allows the individual 
to escape from the familiar, and so its :ex-
ibility serves as a comfort to the individual. 
Once the democratic character of the public 
domain is conserved, the car has a viable 
and bene4cial place in the world.
8
O’Connell’s St, Limerick, The presence of cars 
extinguishes any potential for intimate conversa-
tion along the street.
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The Concept of the 
Street
The Permeable Theatre
Richard Sennett in “5e Fall of Public 
Man” when contemplating ones quest for 
self states, “To know oneself has become 
his principal burden; to know oneself has 
become an end, instead of a means through 
which one knows the world.” 18 5is is 
possibly the mentality that has reduced 
the priority given to the street in recent 
times with the ascension of the suburban 
ethos. Unfortunately there is an idea that 
self discovery is something that occurs in a 
sheltered privacy where the only reference 
is oneself. However, to consider the self in 
one social dimension, the private, despite 
it being obvious that it exists through both 
a public and private domain is misguided.  
People live in a world that relies on the de-
velopment of relationships and connections 
in order for it to evolve and become fruitful. 
5e structure that empowers these relation-
ships to prosper is inherently the public 
domain; it is a deliberately constructed 
social network such as the street. As Sennett 
states, the society we have developed now 
is placing unjusti4ed trust in the private 
domain, which leads to a desensitised mind 
and an under stimulated self which all 
culminates in the devolution of society. 5e 
quest to know oneself is a journey best taken 
through the public realm. 
With this notion that the public sphere is 
the key to self discovery Sennett compares 
the street to the stage in that they both 
present the same problems for the subject 
who inhabits them. 5ey both require 
their inhabitant to excite a feeling of belief 
in their respective audiences. 5ey extend 
an invitation to the individual to stress 
the boundaries of what is truly personal 
and what is contrived.19 However, if the 
individual decides to submerge oneself in a 
warped projection of their self they must be 
committed and prepared to accept the con-
sequences of a sceptical audience. 5e street 
is a place of free expression but it comes 
with a responsibility and the street has a pre-
existing code of appropriateness which will 
be deliberated later on. 
Sennett speaks about the idea of roles that 
people play depending on di6erent situa-
tions they 4nd themselves a part of. When 
considering this idea it seems that the 
individual is contained in di6erent roles 
while dwelling in the public domain and the 
private domain. 5ere is a separate code of 
acceptable behaviour within both realms.20 
It is this code of acceptable behaviour that 
de4nes appropriateness and informs the 
individual of what role to play.
5e theatre or stage comprises of many roles 
and actors but fundamentally the aspiration 
of the theatre is to tell a story which usually 
subsumes a moral or meaning.  5e theatre 
is something experienced as it unfolds in 
front of you but yet it is considered after-
ward in another setting. 5is sequence of 
experience and thought is something that 
overlaps with our lives within the public 
sphere. 5e happenings within the public 
domain are not authentically examined until 
we are back within the private boundary. 
Our encounters with strangers on the public 
street are the topics of discussion within 
our private relations. As Hannah Arendt so 
eloquently expresses in her book “5e Hu-
man Condition”; “even the twilight which 
illuminates our private and intimate lives is 
ultimately derived from the much harsher 
light of the public realm”21. So possibly the 
comparison between the street and the the-
atre goes beyond the idea of roles to include 
the logistics of both experiences, in other 
words the sequence through which both 
reach an social conclusion are similar.
Bernard Rudofsky in “Streets for People” 
also expresses how the street is a place that 
was moulded on theatrical performance 
from the outset. Rudofsky also notes that 
many of Shakespeare’s classics manifest
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themselves on the street. 5e street was seen 
as the original canvas of theatrics and so the 
appropriate backdrop for Shakespeare’s work 
would have to have been the street.22 When 
one considers the incidents that arouse 
discussion and debate among the general 
populace one discovers that they are the dra-
mas that leak through the public forum. 5e 
origin of the gossip may not have directly 
been the street but that is where the story 
breaks and hence that is where the conversa-
tion is perpetuated. 5erefore the street is 
the stage on which the drama is exhibited.
5e street is in essence the dynamic stage. 
5e actor and the audience are part of 
this constantly shifting network where the 
actor can instantly change to become part 
of the audience and vice versa. In the 19th 
century the public sought a truth from the 
stage because a tangible truth was becoming 
more di8cult to ascertain within the public 
domain. 5ey wanted an accurate portrayal 
of the characters that the actors were rep-
resenting within the theatre. 5e street was 
becoming di8cult to interpret because the 
people it harboured were acting out roles 
rather than conveying a true self.23 Although 
one would think that the stage is a place for 
creativity and abstraction it seems that for 
the people of the 19th century the streets 
were already saturated in false imperson-
ations and so the stage and theatre had to 
act as the street’s contraposition. Today the 
street still accommodates a 4ctitious dimen-
sion but that is the free nature of the street. 
In it allowing its inhabitants to 4b it reveals 
a far more profound truth than could be 
discovered within the private realm. 
A further extension to the comparison 
between the street and the stage is the ani-
mated dialogue that is spoken by the street 
proprietor. Rudofsky when remembering 
the Italian street describes it as “the echo 
chamber of human passions”.24 Retreat-
ing back to the thoughts of Sennett, these 
street vendors are assuming the role of the 
protagonists in the street, desperately trying 
to captivate their audience. However, today 
in western society the street proprietor is 
more often than not sheltered from the 
immediate passerby. 5e way in which 
knowledge is passed is a far more visual 
transaction. Advertisement bill boards rather 
than verbal proclamations are the preferred 
means through which potential custom-
ers receive their information. However, 
the streets are not silent but the common 
prevailing din today is entirely di6erent to 
that of the street vendor’s cry. 5at din is of 
course mechanical and more often than not 
is being produced by the almighty car which 
is something I addressed more vigorously in 
a previous chapter. 
Although the street vendor’s voice may be 
dwindling into the abyss due to advertising, 
the street still attracts its performers. Musi-
cians and other types of entertainers use 
the street as a place of employment. 5ey 
rely on the generosity of the street walker 
to sustain them 4nancially. 5is act in itself 
is a perfect demonstration of belief in the 
streets democratic constitution. It o6ers 
the opportunity to perform and supplies an 
audience. However, as I have been accentu-
ating, the street is a democratically governed 
place and ultimately the street will decide 
whether the performer is a worthy addition 
to its dynamic or not. Arendt also considers 
the presence of a judgement factor within 
the public sphere when she remarks, “only 
what is relevant, worthy of being seen or 
heard, can be tolerated, so that the irrelevant 
becomes automatically a private matter”25   
Rudofsky suggests that in America, street 
music is viewed as a “throwback to barba-
rism” but yet there still exists an adjuration 
for raw unprocessed “vocal product”.26 
One has to conclude that the reason that 
the busker and his music settle well in the 
clutches of the street has to be related to 
the streets association with the stage. Also 
the idea of music as an expressive art form 




Sennett raises the question of expression 
in the public and private sense. Is there a 
detectable distinction between expression 
projected when considering public relations 
and intimate relations?27 It seems that indi-
vidual expression and individual personality 
are two separate entities. 5e public and 
private domain does not entice the same 
expression from the individual. Intimate 
relations that occur at a private scale involve 
a knowledge that has been acquired over a 
sustained period of time. Whereas, within 
the public territory, there is no previously 
attained knowledge, and hence the indi-
vidual’s expression is neutral or even acted. 
5e purpose of this showmanship if you will 
is to protect the democratic integrity of the 
public realm. 5ere are certain unwritten 
laws that apply when moving from private 
to the public space. Public space such as 
the street is autonomous, it is self-governed 
by the components that are consolidated 
to form it, and this includes the people 
who inhabit it. 5ese laws are separate; 
though often coincide, to those imposed 
by a higher authority. It is a street attitude 
that is developed through the collaboration 
of its societal occupants.28 Decorum in the 
street is something like society that shifts 
as time passes. 5e physical edges of the 
street remain constant but the attitude of 
the street at any given time is constructed 
through a democratically resolved process 
involving the streets population. Each indi-
vidual develops their own stance on what is 
acceptable behaviour whilst interacting with 
the public realm and then collectively and 
democratically an attitude is established for 
the street itself. 5e overall sense of libera-
tion that the street extends to the people 
who occupy it is ultimately contributed by 
each of those individual people and their 
respective behaviour.
5e expression of the individual within the 
9
O’Connell’s St, Limerick. Street musician playing the accordion. as people passed by he would not only play 
his familiar tune but also engage in conversation with his audience.
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territory of the street should not be invasive. 
“If the street was an invention, it set out to 
designate a public domain that would take 
precedence over individual rights.” Spiro 
Kostof in “5e City Assembled” ensures 
that the street is a political place and device. 
29 Whether it was solely created for that 
purpose is unlikely but it has embraced that 
entity as it has evolved through history. 
Politically the street is a place of protest and 
during the Middle Ages in Rome the street 
from the Catel S. Angelo, which was the 
beginning of the independent papal quarter 
of the Borgo, to the commune’s centre on 
the Campidoglio was a popular platform for 
the people to express their disgruntlement 
against the power possessed by the Bishop 
of Rome. Also in Rome, the possesso, which 
was the procession of a newly elected pope 
through the city’s streets, was exploited by 
the people in order to protest against the 
regime.30 More recently in 2011 the people 
of Egypt went in search of democracy and 
they found unity and coherence in the 
streets. 5eir grievances with the govern-
ment were expressed in the streets of Cairo, 
Alexandria and other Egyptian cities which 
eventually resulted in the disempowerment 
of President Hosni Mubarak.31 5e streets 
are the sacred territory of the people, which 
is to say they belong to the people as a 
whole but they do not extend the right for 
any invasive individual to convey an overall 
dominion over their terrain. If the street 
allows a preference to be shown to any one 
individual, that will cast a shadow of doubt 
over its democratic and balanced reputa-
tion. Arendt in “5e Human Condition” 
expresses how everything that appears in 
public can be seen and heard by everybody 
and has the widest possible publicity”32 It is 
this complete coverage that the street a6ords 
to its inhabitants that gives its democratic 
integrity. It is the perfect holster of action 
and rebuttal because it is part of a network 
that ties a city together. 5ese ties as has 
been mentioned before are not just physical 
but also based on the transferral of social 
ideas. 5erefore the street is the natural 
medium for public protest.
However, the street can and has been ma-
nipulated in order to popularise a particular 
political agenda. 5e street parades in Soviet 
Russia were presented as a celebration for 
and of the people when truly they were 
trying to instil a political mentality in the 
public that witnessed them. 5e main streets 
10
Tahir Square, Cairo, February 8th 2011. Over 1 million protestors in Tahrir Square only demanding the 
removal of the regime and for President Mubarak to step down
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were also used to deceive the populous into 
believing a more splendid living condition 
was soon to arrive through Soviet gover-
nance.33 Gorky Street in Moscow was a 
prime example where the luxurious street 
de4ning buildings were presented as the 
beginning of what would soon be endemic 
throughout the Soviet nation.34 5e people 
and the street had a constantly active as-
sociation with each other, which was based 
around communication and hence just as 
the street was the natural medium for public 
protest in Egypt it was the perfect medium 
to pollute with the Soviet itinerary. 5e 
street was abused because it was the only 
trusted platform of the people and it was a 
place that bore no prejudices. 
Conclusion
5e street is where the city unveils itself 
to us in its most honest form. 5e city is a 
wild theatre where secrets are divulged and 
exaggerated and where life is unedited. 5e 
street is the window into this wilderness 
where although we are protected we are still 
immersed in its beating atmosphere. It is a 
solid presence in that it is tangible or if not 
tangible it is at least accessible unlike most 
of a city’s sheltered components. 
5e street is the inbetween which forms a 
public forum that vast numbers of people 
share. Yet in this bedlam of emotion and 
chatter we still remain distinguished indi-
viduals. 5e same physical restraints con4ne 
you and the crowd that surrounds you yet 
one can still feel free from the crowd. What 
separates everyone from the masses is the 
unknown. 5e fellow street walker, although 
physically visible, is blissfully unidenti4ed. 
5ey are faces that arouse no feeling of 
recognition yet their presence is of comfort. 
5e street dweller is not tied to the stranger 
that roams the street simultaneously in a 
way that marks family or friend, but rather 
it is a common mindset which states that 
the street is the territory of the public that 
births that relationship. It is the democratic 
bond of a crowd united. 5e street is a place 
where your presence demonstrates your 
support for its principles and participation is 
what fuels its life and aids its sustainment.
Ultimately the street is a social network with 
its prime passenger being information. It 
can be a place that is comprised of indi-
vidual strangers that do not share anything 
in common except that they are walking 
on the same surface yet democratically this 
place forms a code of conduct for the collec-
tive. 5is is not something that is contrived 
or planned; it is a resolution that is reached 
instinctively. 5e street is not an invention 
but rather a discovery. 5ere is an ingrained 
human desire for such a public outlet as 
the street and this desire must 4nd a home. 
5e condition of a street transcends some 
city spaces that are not accommodating and 
hence the street is not a place that is made 
or invented but rather it blooms where 
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Louis I. Kahn and Robert Venturi are both perceived as figureheads of distinct 
architectural movements - Kahn for the late modern, and Venturi for the 
postmodern. The common perception of Kahn as the architect-poet and Venturi 
as the eclectic capitalist presumes little or no common ground between the 
two, when in fact the opposite is the case. Having first met in 1947, Venturi 
then worked for Kahn for 9 months in 1956, during which time Kahn became 
something of a mentor to Venturi, and the two became friends. Kahn was to 
Venturi “an architectural mother”, as Venturi’s partner Denise Scott Brown  wrote.
In the context of the transition of architecture from the modern to the postmodern, 
Kahn and Venturi are key figures, but they do not stand in direct opposition. An 
examination of the philosophies and works of either architect would reveal a 
blurring of the distinctions of the movements to which each is attributed. Kahn 
eschewed the uniformity of the International style, while Venturi has railed 
against his own position in the postmodern movement, stating “I am not now 
nor ever have been a Postmodernist. I unequivocally disavow fatherhood of 
this architectural movement.” Venturi was to become a polemical figure in 
the latter half of the 20th century, usually rebuked by modern architects for 
his supposed eclecticism and lack of a strongly defined ordering system. His 
buildings however are thoroughly modern, and posses a sensitivity that many 
works of the international style do not. Over the course of his career, Louis Kahn 
meanwhile moved from an architecture that was clear modernism to something 
more culturally sensitive. Both architects have arrived at many of the same 
conclusions, though often by different means.
“ARCHITECTURE 
IS  REACHING 
OUT FOR THE 
TRUTH”
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Vincent Scully, himself involved in the Pennsylvania architecture scene at the 
time with Kahn and Venturi, has written about both architects. Scully, unlike most 
has long championed Venturi’s work, and has at varying times given praise to, 
and been critical of Kahn’s. Closely linked to Venturi, (he wrote the introduction 
to ‘Complexity and Contradiction in Architecture’ in 1966) he has seen Venturi’s 
work “as opening a new, more humane, and more culturally responsive phase 
in the evolution of modern architecture”1
PHILADELPHIA SCHOOL
The state of Pennsylvania, and in particular the city of Philadelphia, is a fitting 
setting for comparison of the two architects. Kahn was seen as the leader of 
the emerging ‘Philadelphia School’ of architectural thought, which was mainly 
generated by the postwar regeneration of Philadelphia in which Kahn was 
deeply involved. Venturi served as Kahn’s teaching assistant at the University 
of Pennsylvania and went on to work in Kahn’s office in Venturi’s native city. 
Kahn was deeply involved in planning matters in Philadelphia, having proposed 
schemes for the redevelopment of the city as far back as 1941. Kahn proposed 
schemes for Philadelphia until 1961 which were thoroughly modernist, his 
earlier schemes even eliminated much of the city’s existing architecture. Later 
proposals involved monumental parking structures built in a defensive ring 
around the city, encircling it at a huge scale and essentially closing it off. Vincent 
Scully has said Kahn’s Philadelphia proposals are “grandiose and cataclysmic, 
like Le Corbuiser’s schemes.”2 While Venturi worked for Kahn in 1956, Kahn 
was working on a proposal for the city’s Civic Centre. None of Kahn’s proposed 
projects were adopted by the city, and at this time Kahn was becoming 
frustrated with progress. Venturi sent Kahn a note as his friend referring to the 
1  Vincent Scully, Modern Architecture and Other Essays, (Princeton University Press, 
2003)
2  Stanislaus Von Moos, Venturi, Scott Brown and associates: Buildings and projects, 
1986-1997 (Monacelli, 2000)
“I LIKE ELEMENTS THAT ARE HYBRID 
RATHER THAN PURE”
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schemes. “Our country must be lovely. Economism can build a society which 
is rich, prosperous, powerful, even one which has a reasonably wide diffusion 
of material wellbeing. It cannot build one which is lovely.”3 Venturi advocated 
an adaptive approach, opposing Kahn’s tabula rasa schemes at the time, and 
promoted realism over idealism. Venturi’s disagreement with Kahn was due the 
entirely rational nature of his work, and the abstracted ordering system behind it. 
Venturi responded more directly to context. “I seek of complex and contradictory 
architecture based on the richness and ambiguity of modern experience”. 
The image persists of Kahn standing strongly as a structural purist, against 
Venturi as a reviled capitalist, but this is false. In reality Venturi drew from Kahn, 
particularly is his early work of ‘Complexity and Contradiction in Architecture’ 
(1966). This was Venturi’s initial “gentle manifesto”, which he has said was 
influenced by Kahn’s teachings. In it he argued against modernist thought for 
a “Non straightforward Architecture.” Kahn wished to embody the meaning 
of architecture with clarity and order. Though Venturi advocated meaning 
in architecture (he is of course not a reductive or technocratic architect) he 
immediately departed from Kahn’s modernism derived orders. 
COMPLEXITY AND CONTRADICTION
“Architects can no longer afford to be intimidated by the puritanically moral 
language of orthodox Modern architecture. I like elements which are hybrid 
rather than “pure,” compromising rather than “clean,” distorted rather than 
“straightforward,” ambiguous rather than “articulated,” perverse as well as 
impersonal, boring as well as “interesting,” conventional rather than “designed,” 
accommodating rather than excluding, redundant rather than simple, vestigial 
as well as innovating, inconsistent and equivocal rather than direct and clear. I 
am for messy vitality over obvious unity. I include the non sequitur and proclaim 
the duality.”4 Venturi brought the element of ambiguity back into architecture, 
having previously been eliminated by the structural purism of the modernists. 
3  Stanislaus Von Moos, Venturi, Scott Brown and associates: Buildings and projects, 
1986-1997 (Monacelli, 2000)
4  Robert Venturi, Complexity and Contradiction in Architecture, (Harry N. Abrams, 1977)
1960 proposal by Louis Kahn for the redevelopment of Philadelphia
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“The calculated ambiguity of expression is based on the confusion of experience 
as reflected in the architectural program”.5 For Venturi this calculated ambiguity 
gives rise to a tension that stresses the importance of form and meaning in 
architecture. The ‘oscillating relationships’ of tension and ambiguity allow the 
concentration of disparate elements and styles for which Venturi is known. 
Although potentially explosive, Venturi created with this philosophy a humane, 
culturally responsive and deeply contextual architecture. 
FAIRY TALES AND GOLDEN DUST
In the latter part of Kahn’s career from 1950 to 1974, the years during which 
he rose to prominence, he became a proponent of an alternative modernism 
seperate from the reductive and assembled mainstream modernism of the 
second half of the 20th century, which was characterised for the most part by 
the ideals of Gropius and Van Der Rohe. The 20th century rationalisation of 
architecture brought with it a technocratic focus, with an increasing priority being 
given to economy of means and forms. In many cases this new focus brought 
architecture to the point where it became merely a subset of engineering and 
the construction industry. Kahn’s later work redressed this balance, using his 
unique personal philosophy to explore the poetics and expressive potential of 
architecture - In a sense, to create a physical embodiment of the immeasurable. 
Though Kahn’s work went beyond the program of modern architecture, he did 
not eschew it’s values. 
“He has gone beyond the schemes of functionalism, but in many instances he 
utilizes functionalist aesthetics. He has a rationalist’s cult of stereometry, which 
the thin casings and total transparency of his blocks tend to refute. He has 
mastered the vital concepts of the organic, but does not share in it’s morphology”6
Kahn is often regarded solely as a modern architect in the vein of Mies and 
Le Corbusier. In many ways this is true, as Kahn’s work throughout his career 
displays a strong structural rationalism borne of his abstracted principles of order 
and purity. Modernist proponents of the International Style rejected classicism 
and the transcendental role of the orders. In his later career Kahn sought an 
order, but in keeping with modernist thinking it could not be that of the classical 
orders. The modernists’ attempt to define their own epoch meant the rejection 
of what came before, and only original ideas were to be thought of as valid in 
creating a modern architecture.
“If I think what I would do, other than architecture, it would be to write the new 
fairy tale. From the fairy tale came the airplane, and the locomotive, and the 
wonderful instruments of our minds”7
Kahn’s two most often used phrases are Fairy Tales and Golden Dust, together 
5  Robert Venturi, Complexity and Contradiction in Architecture, (Harry N. Abrams, 1977)
6  Enzo Fratelli, Zodiac 8, 1960
7  David Brownlee, Louis Kahn: In the Realm of Architecture, (Rizzoli, 2005)
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they go a long way toward explaining his architectural thought. Kahn’s 
understanding of ‘fairy tale’ is fundamentally future oriented toward fulfilling 
desire rather than solving immediate  problems. The wish of a fairy tale is the 
thing which drives us forward, not technology- the unmade thing drives us. The 
fairy tale was the imaginative practice for envisioning the ‘not yet’. It is the basis 
for satisfying the not yet expressed.
“‘Golden dust’ is a residue of the past blown forward into the future. It is a 
configuration of tradition lending itself the interpretation because it is not 
complete- interpretation of it in the present, motivated by the wish of a fairy tale, 
is how golden dust becomes something new”.8 Golden dust is an expression 
from which you get the essence of the meaning of tradition. Golden dust falling 
off the past is what gives the architect the power to anticipate, dream and desire. 
The wish of a fairy tale is a possibility made up from archaic residue.
By the middle of his career Kahn had cemented his philosophies into a personal 
order, a ‘beginning’ as he termed it, and he began to depart from the architectural 
thought of his modernist contemporaries. Though these abstract and utopic 
ideals were in keeping with the modernist way of doing things, the divergence of 
Kahn’s thought introduced a tension between the modern and the classical in 
his work. It is at this point in his career, when his work became most interesting, 
and the perception of him solely as a modern architect becomes invalid.
HISTORY
The question of history and historical contact in architecture shows both 
common ground and the nature of the deviation between the architectures of 
Kahn and Venturi.
Like Kahn in the latter part of his career, Venturi encouraged an architecture that 
accommodated human uses and human meaning. This involved a connection 
with vernacular and cultural traditions. It was, as Vincent Scully says “The 
renewed connection with the whole of our past which Kahn’s mature work had 
begun”9 .
Perhaps belying their mutual Beaux-Arts education, Kahn and Venturi were 
8  Nathaniel Coleman, Utopias and Architecture, (Routledge, 2005)
9  Vincent Scully, Modern Architecture and Other Essays, (Princeton University Press, 
2003
Flint House, Robert Venturi. 
Reconcilliation of classical orders with vernacular american architecture
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at differing times in their careers very much influenced by Rome and Roman 
architecture. Four years after graduating from the University of Pennsylvania, in 
1928 Kahn spent a year sketching and painting in Europe, Italy in particular. It 
is tempting to think that the gestation of Kahn’s mature work began here, as his 
drawings from the time centre on the vernacular architecture of “mass, pure 
void, and devoid of glass”10. Having been trained by Paul Cret in the Beaux-Arts 
tradition, the classical orders and heavy masonry construction of vernacular 
Italian architecture were “in a sense... the architecture he grew up with”11. 
With the 1930’s came the increasing trend toward modernism in the United 
States, but in totalitarian Italy the predominant architecture of the time was 
modern classicism (which was also to be used by the Nazi’s). As Scully says 
“Politically you couldn’t touch it” , and so Kahn distanced himself from classicism 
and turned to the modern movement, now without an order for which he so 
deeply searched. Kahn as modernist architect was searching for original ideas. 
As the architecture of eclecticism was unacceptable to him he found his much 
sought after order in the roots of humanity, the earliest and most powerful human 
institutions. His mature work came to embody their meaning, and in this way 
made historical contact with mankind throughout history.  While Kahn embraces 
the intangibles of man, Venturi’s contextual architecture directly connects with 
the extant culture of previous generations. Having studied at the American 
Academy in Rome from 1954-1955, Venturi came to celebrate the richness and 
complexity of the classical and vernacular. In ‘Complexity and Contradiction 
in Architecture’ (1966) he “extolled the ambiguities, inconsistencies and 
idiosyncracies of Palladio, Michaelangelo... and glorified Baroque and Mannerist 
architecture generally”12
“Venturi shapes a contemporary architecture that is more wholly modern than 
that of the international style because it can also engage in a dialogue with the 
architecture of the past”. 13
10  Sarah Williams Goldhagen, Louis Kahn’s Situated Modernism, (Yale university press, 
2001)
11  Vincent Scully, Modern Architecture and Other Essays, (Princeton University Press, 
2003)
12  Marian Mo!ett, Michael W. Fazio, Lawrence Wodehouse, A World History of 
Architecture, (Laurence King Publishing, 2004)
13  Vincent Scully, Modern Architecture and Other Essays, (Princeton University Press, 
Pencil drawings of vernacular 
Italian architecture, Louis Kahn
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Historical contact for Kahn comes about in a manner befitting his modern 
search for originality, at the Salk Institue, (La Jolla, California, 1959-65). Kahn’s 
most recognised works are not only a culmination of his philosophies, but are 
also buildings rooted in human institutions. Kahn’s wish to embody the most 
deeply felt human desires is manifested in the Salk Institue, which is in effect 
a monastic analogy. It is interesting that monasticism was seen as a historical 
ideal to Kahn, as it was to Le Corbusier. Corbusier’s La Tourette, for example, 
was profoundly influenced by his multiple visits the the 13th century Carthusian 
monastery of Ema14.
As a form of life, monasticism remains a powerful model of how the individual 
and collective can come together for mutual benefit. Monasteries model a social 
order based on dedication to a shared purpose. Monasteries posses a resolution 
between the ideals of the individual and the collective, which is in tension with 
the experience of modernity. The resolution of this tension brought about at the 
Salk Institute by returning to Kahn’s idea of the immeasurable - to fairy tales 
and golden dust, and his wish to bring form to human desires. The institute was 
envisioned from the beginning as a city in and of itself, with seperate spaces 
for working, living and social interaction. From this the appropriateness of the 
building as a monastic analogy becomes clear. With Kahn’s regard for institutions 
and historicism (though not historical styles) came a cultural responsiveness 
that had largely been missing from modern architecture up to that point. This 
cultural responsiveness marks a partial return to the principles of his Beaux-
Arts education, principles eschewed by the modernists and derided as rampant 
eclecticism. As the differences between Kahn and the International Style 
architects emerge, the issue of the transition between the modern and the post-
modern arises, for which it is often thought that Kahn would stand firmly against.
“The closer one gets to the type, to the tradition, the stronger the building is going 
to be”15
2003)
14  Nathaniel Coleman, Utopias and Architecture, (Routledge, 2005)
15  Vincent Scully, Modern Architecture and Other Essays, (Princeton Press, 2003)
Salk Institute, Louis Kahn
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As Kahn’s idealist views lead him to look at human institutions, Venturi’s realist 
approach lead him to explore tradition, and in particular the so called shingle 
style. In both his beach house project of 1959 and his Wislocki House of 1971, 
he adopts this vernacular shingle style. From 1959 to 1964, Venturi designed a 
house for his mother, the famed Vanna Venturi house. The project went through 
at least five schemes until the final working drawings were produced, during 
which time Venturi was also writing his ‘gentle manifesto’ which would become 
‘Complexity and Contradiction in Architecture’. The Vanna Venturi house is a 
clear embodiment of many of the principles he would lay out in his 1966 book.
The central emphasis of the plan is the hearth, which grows to rise above the 
house in a great symbolic chimney. This key concept of the house is clearly 
anti-modernist, as are many other elements; The roof is pitched rather than 
flat, and a divided pediment comprises the front facade suggesting a return to 
mannerism. The main axis of the house is perpendicular to the street, with a 
large gable on the long side, facing the street. The enlarged chimney rises from 
the centre high above the ridge line of the roof as a pediment. A long driveway 
connects the street to the flat site, and directly to the large centrally placed 
entrance, above which a decorative arch is imposed. For Stanislaus von Moos, 
the facade has clear historical links, recalling Michelangelo’s Porta Pia, the back 
wall is Palladian, and the pediments are those of Moretti.16 Kahn and Venturi at 
this point both explored and embodied this cultural connection with the platonic 
order of the simple geometric shapes of circle, triangle and square. Much can 
be said of the strength of these simple forms used by both architects likely as 
an attempt at historical contact. 
16  Stanislaus Von Moos, Venturi, Rauch, Scott, Brown (Rizzoli, 1987)
Vanna Venturi House, 
Robert Ventuti
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Venturi created a contemporary architecture that could engage with the 
architecture of previous epochs, and so it became contextual. The Vanna 
Venturi house, like the beach house project, is a condensation of elements and 
representations. It is interesting to note the similarity here between Venturi and 
the early work of Wright, who for example condensed around the central idea 
of hearth, and used text as a representational element, just as Venturi did. The 
representational nature of the facade, and in particular the Platonic triangular 
front gable is associational with both classical architecture and the vernacular 
conceptions of what a house should look like. These are “dimensions of meaning 
that were inaccessible to his friend, mentor and boss Louis I. Kahn”.17
FORM AND MEANING
In Kahn’s dialectic personal philosophy, form is conceived as immeasurable, a 
spiritual power common to all mankind. It transcends individual thought, feeling, 
and convention. Form characterizes the conceptual essence of a project, and 
thus it is the initial step in the creative process. Design, however, is measurable 
and takes into consideration the specific circumstances of the program. Practical 
and functional concerns are contained in design. The union of form and design 
is realised in the final product, and the building’s symbolic meaning is once 
again immeasurable.
“Form is what. Design is how. Form is impersonal, but design belongs to the 
designer. Design is prescribed by circumstances.”18
His principles of form and design were how Kahn brought light and material 
together to create his buildings. There is however an interesting correlation with 
Judaism in Kahn’s work and the representational nature of meaning in Venturi’s 
work. In 1951 Kahn travelled to Egypt, where he drew the Pyramids at Giza. 
The pyramids could be considered the essence of the architecture which Kahn 
wished to embody; Poetic and mystical, all light, shadow and materiality. He 
wrote of Giza, calling it “The sanctuary of art, of Silence and Light”. Eight years 
later, when Kahn designed the Trenton Bathhouse as part of a larger plan for the 
Jewish Community Centre, he created four identical pyramids arranged around 
a central square, and raised above the ground. The symbolism of course recalls 
the power of the pyramids at Giza, as Kahn “saw the pyramids as embodying 
divinity”.19 It is surely no accident though that Kahn chose this form to constitute 
the most spiritually important space in a modern Jewish building. 
The pyramids at Giza are a historical symbol of the repression and plight of the 
Jewish people, and Kahn, I feel, chose this representational element to imbue 
the bathouse with meaning. It is at once reflective and freeing. The user of the 
bathhouse inhabits these pyramids, is free to move and and about them for the 
17  Vincent Scully, Modern Architecture and Other Essays, (Princeton Press, 2003)
18  John Lobell. Between Silence and Light: Spirit in The Architecture of Louis Kahn, 
(Shambhala 2008)
19  David Brownlee, Louis Kahn: In the Realm of Architecture, (Rizzoli, 2005)
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purposes of leisure - a triumph of Judaism. Kahn, as a Jewish architect again 
adopted this representational approach in his Mikveh Isreal Synagogue project 
of 1961-1972. “He found the shape of his synagogue in a Jewish tradition, the 
Kabbalah”.20 The plan of this scheme, with its series of linked circles, is a direct 
representation of a renaissance illustration of the tree of the Sefiroth. Form gives 
meaning, and in these examples Kahn has done so in a manner that seems 
appropriate to the work of Venturi, albeit in a more mystical way. It moves away 
from the abstraction of Modernism, and perhaps a move towards the semiotics 
for which Venturi has been so reviled.
The issues of form and meaning are central to Venturi’s work. Perhaps it is this 
fact that prevents Venturi from identifying with the postmodern. As Scully says, 
“he is caught right now between the modernists who will not forgive him and 
the postmodernists who feel that he does not go far enough”. For Venturi, the 
issue of complexity in architecture is not of ornamentation of surface, but to use 
complexity and ornamentation to enhance the whole.
20  Vincent Scully, Modern Architecture and Other Essays, (Princeton Press, 2003)
Pastel of the Pyramids at Giza by Louis Kahn
Pyramid forms used at the Trenton Bath House
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MATERIAL
Perhaps the main dividing line between the works of Kahn and Venturi, and 
so between modern and postmodern, is material. Kahn’s work is tectonic in 
nature, while Venturi focuses on the graphic. At the culmination of his career, 
Kahn’s order and purity had resulted in an architecture of materiality and even 
monumentality. The driving ideals of his work came from within, and so the 
expression of his buildings is linked to the kind of structural rationalism that 
in turn is linked to modernist thought. Tectonically, Kahn’s buildings seems to 
grow outward, where Venturi’s work is contracted and pulled together. It is the 
reconciliation of opposing elements.
With the publication of ‘Learning from Las Vegas’ (1972), by the time of Kahn’s 
death in 1974 Venturi had begun to take his architecture to realms of semiotics 
an iconography with which Kahn would surely have disagreed. Take for example 
Venturi’s Guild House project of 1966 in which he subverts the kind of structural 
power that Kahn utilised in his later works, particularly the National Assembly 
Building a Dakra, Bangladesh. The Guild House is monumental in massing, with 
an oversized opening on the front, a form one of Kahn’s projects could have 
taken. The difference is the effect of the facade; At the openings and along the 
front facing the street, the brick reveals itself to be a thin seperate layer imposed 
upon the structure. The structure itself becomes visible, and so Venturi does not 
deny the structural elements, but it does not form the surface. The facade is an 
effect rather than something intrinsic.
Taking the example of the Guild House, the key difference in the work of 
Venturi and Kahn is that of materiality - issues of form, meaning and historical 
recognition overlap greatly. The Guild House appears similar to much of Kahn’s 
work, in particular the Salk institute and the National Assembly Building at 
Dahka, Bangladesh. It is the divide between the tectonic and the graphic that 
keeps them apart.
Guild House Front Facade
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The transition of architectural thought from the modern from the postmodern 
can often be thought of as a singularly defiant movement, one which has 
created a rift between the two with no room for overlap. This is false, and many 
of the perceptions of Kahn and Venturi as the supposed champions of the 
modern and postmodern respectively, do not hold true. As Kahn and Venturi 
were not opposing forces, so postmodernism was and is not a negation of the 
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